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Preface
The Space Programs Summary is a multivolume, bimonthly publication that
presents a rcvicw of technical information resulting from current engineering
and scientific work performed, or managed, by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The Space Programs Sum-
mary is currently composed of four volumes:
Vol. I. Flight Proiects (Unclassified)
Vol. II. The Deep Space Network (Unclassified)
Vol. III. Supporting Research and Advanced Development (Unclassified)
Vol. IV. Flight Proiects and Supporting Research and Advanced
Developme_t (Confidential)
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I. Mariner Mars 1969Project
PLANETARY-INTERPLANETARYPROGRAM
A. Introduction The six planetary-science experiments selected by
NASA for the Mariner Mars 1969 missions are listed in
1. Mission Description Table 1.
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1969
Project is to make two flyby exploratory investigations ot 2. ProiQcI Status
Mars in 1969, which will set the basis for future experi- Mariner VI was launched at 01:29:02.013 GMT, Feb-
ments--particularly those relevant to the search for ruary 25, 1969, 15 min after the opening of the first
extraterrestrial life. The secondary objective is to develop launch window. The space vehicle, consisting of the
Mars mission technology. Atlas Centaur AC-20 and M69-8 spacecraft, performed
normally v_4th the exception of a faulty aceelerometer
The spacecraft design concept is modeled after the which actuated Atlas booster engine cutoff early, thus
successful Mariner IV spacecraft, consxderably modified causing a potential deficit in injection energy (made up
to mee_ the 1969 mission requirements and to enhance later in the powered flight). Event times are given in
mission reliability. 'Fable 2.
The launch vehicle is the Atlas Centaur SLV-SC, used Sun acquisition occurred at 01:58 GMT, about 2 min
for the Surveyor missions. This vehicle, developed by after the spacecraft left the earth's shadow. Canopus
General Dynamics/Convair Company for the Lewis acquisition search began at 0525 GMT and was corn-
Research Center, has single- or double-bt'.m capability pleted at 05:42; 8 rain later, the gyros were turned off
in its second stage and a considerably increased per- and the spacecraft was in cruise mode.
formance rating over the Atlas D/Agena D used in the
Mariner IV mission. Launch-phase tracking and telemetry acquisition were
supported by (I) the AFETR downrange network of
Mariner Mars 1969 missions are supported by the Air land-based stations and the Range Instrumentation Ship
Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR), the Deep Space Twin Falls, (2) the Manned Space Flight Network
Network (DSN), and other NASA facilities. (MSFN) stations at Eermuda and Ascension Islands,
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Table 1. Mariner Mars 1969 science experiments which filled the mid-Atlantic gap in DSN coverage
and investigations caused by the extreme southerly latitude of the space-
craft, and (:3) the short range DSS 51, which acquired the
Experiment Investigator Affillatit,_ Mariner VI signal at 01:55 GMT.
Televisior R.B.I.elghton _ CIT
B.C.Murray CIT During the next three days, telemetry indicated the
R.P,Sharp Ctr spacecraft's condition to be excellent, while ranging and
N. H.Horowitz CIT doppler tracking revealed the trajectory to be on the 1,_
b,.G. Herriman JPL dispersion ellipsc for the injection aiming point. A veryR. K. SIoan J_L
M. E. Davies RandCorp. small, relatively, thrust maneuver was indicated in order
C. teary Universityof Woshington to bring the flight path to the desired post-maneuver
i_.A. Smith NewMe,icoState aiming point (which differs from the injection aim point
University to assure planetary quarantine).
Infrared spectrometer G.C. Pimentel' UCB
K. C. Herr UCB
The maneuver was executed at 2._:19 GMT on Feb-
Ultraviolet airglow C.A. Barth' University of Colorado
spectrometer F.C. Wilshusen University of Colorado .rl.lary 28. The spacecraft pitched negatively 23.45 (leg,
K. Gause UniversityofColorado rolled 78.72 deg, and fired the on-hoard propulsion sub-
K. K. Kelly Universityof Colorado system for 5.35 s, which changed its velocity by 8 m/s.
R.Ruehle UniversityofColorado The spacecraft then reacquired the stm and Canopus.
J. I_. Pearce Un'_ _rsity of Colorado
It had not pitched far enmlgh off the sun lint, to inter-E. F. Mockey Packard-Bell Electronics
Corp. rupt the solar power mode.
W. G. Fast;e Johns Hopkins University
Infraredrodiornete_ G.Neu_ebauer' tit During and followmg the motor burn, the Canopus
G.Munch CIT sensor, which remained on (but not in the control loop)
5. C. Chose Santa Barbara Research
Center,Hughes throughout the maneuver for the first time in a Mariner
AircraftCo. mission, detected brightness sources thought to be either
S-bandoccultotlon A.J.Kllore" JPL dispersed rocket-exhaust gases, or, more likely, dust
G.Fjeldbo StanfordUniversity/JPt particles dislodged from the spacecraft. During the cam-
s. I. Rosool GoddordInstituteof manded squib-firing event, which unlatched the scan
SpaceStudies platform un March 6, a similar event occurred causing
Celestialmechanics J.D. Anderson' JPL the attitude c'ontrol system to los(' Canopus acquisition.
W. t. Martin JPL m normal roll-search reacquisition was accomplished
•P,_n_p,,;.... ,_o,o, immediately without recourse to any ground commands.
The spacecraft condition and performance throughout
Table 2. Mariner VI launch summary the early phases of the flight continued to be excellent,
and mission operations and tracking and data acquisition
Launthlpha,, *vent OMT were equally good.
Atlas booster cutoff 01:31:29.2
Atlasst,ging 0_:31:32.2 B. Project Engineering
Centcur insulation panel jettison 01:32:13.8
Nose.fairingjettison 01:32:50._ 1. SpacecraftSystemTest and LaunchOperations
At/as sustainer cutoif 01,33:33.0 a. Introduction. All scheduled Mariner Mars 1969
Atlas Centaurseparation 01:33:34.9 spi, oeeraft system test and launch operations were com-
Centaurstart 01:33:44.4 pleted during January and February 1969. However,
Centourcutoff 01:41:07.6 because of problems with the Atlas AC-19
Spacecraftseparation 01:42:42.7 launch vehicle and the M69-2 spacecraft, the first launch
StartCentaurreorientation 01_4r,_4._ opportunity (launch F) was met using spacecraft M89-8
StartCentaurblowdown 01:5s:1r.7 and the AC-20 humch vehicle from Launch Complex :36B.
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b. Spaceeratt M69-2 Equipment change-out and interface reverification.
After the decision was reached to substitute M69-3 for
Spacecraft-system test complex compatibility test. On
January 6, 1969 the interface compatibility of the M69-2 M69-2, the period of January 2"%February 6 became
spacecraft ahd System Test Complex 2 in the Air Force availab_.e for change-out of spacecra{t subsystems that
Eastern Test Range (AFETR) Building AO was verified, had demonstrated performance anomalies during System
Test 4. In addition, certain equipment preferred for use
S:jstem Test 4. System Test 4 (AFETR System Test 1) for the launch F opportunity (e.g., the far-encounter
was conducted on January 8-17. The purpose of the test planet sensor, and infrared spectrometer) were removed
was to verify the fimctional performance of the space- from M69-2 and installed on M69-& As equipment was
craft as an integrated system within the constraints returned from subsystem |aboratories and installed on
imposed by test equipment and the earth-based environ- the spacecraft, every function passing through every
ment. During the test, the spacecraft was operated in all connector that had been demated was reverified.
major modes of the nominal flight sequence. In prepara-
tion for the system test, the television/data storage inter- System Test 5. A system test was performed on Feb-
face was verified using data from a television simulator, ruary 6-12 to demonstrate the functional performance of
During the system test, a fixed sequencer trajectory- the new equipment within the spacec,';,'t/system envi-
correction maneuver was performed in which the motor ronment. During the test, the newly irstc _!ed subsystems
burn time was too short when compared to the cam- were operated in the nominal flight sequence in both the
manded value. It is suspected that either the flight prime and redundant modes.
command subsystem or central computer and sequencer
(CC&S) subsystem were at fault. Attempts to duplicate Final Building AO electrical and mechanical opera-
the problem were unsuccessful, tions. Final preparation of the spacecraft for launch was
performed in Building AO on February 1,%17. Prep-
Scan platÁorm instrumel_t alignment verification. In arations included installation and flow testing of the
conjunction with System Test 4, a scan platform instru- attitude control flight gas nozzles, final sun sensor a_,d
ment alignment verification was performed on January gas-jet plw,:dng verification, installation of the flight bat-
15-16. The line-of-sight of each planetary instrument
mounted on the spacecraft scan platform was measured tery, solar-p_mel deployment tests, verification of proper
.,can plattorm motion in response to ground commands,
with respect to a reference plane on the scan platform, and stowing of the scan platform in its launch position.
Spacecraft weight during final preparation was 848.48 lb.
Spacecraft Kt'm_t'dy Compatibility Te._ Station
eoml)atibility verification. On January 17, the functional
and operational compatibility of the interfacing elements ESF electrical and mechanical operations. The M69-2
of the spacecraft, .Mission Operations System (MOS), and was moved to the ESF on February 18 for final launch
Deep Space Network (DSN) systems was verifietl, preparation. During the period of February 18-22, the
propulsion subsystem and flight pyrotechnics were in-
Attitude control leak test. The M69-2 spacecraft was stalled, high-pressure gas vessels were pressurized, final
moved to the AFETR Explosive Safe Facility (ESF) on electrical tests were performed (e.g., autopiiot and jet-
the morning of January 18. An attitude control leak test vane phasing verification), and the spacecraft was mated
was performed on January 18-22 to verify the ability of to its adapter and encapsulated in the Centaur nose
the attitude contro! subsystem pressure vessels to main- fairing. Precountdown tests were conducted before and
tain flight pressure and to measure nitrogen leak rates, after encapsulation to verify spacecraft performance.
Decision to launch M69-3 instead of M69.2. On Jan- Standby in support of M69-.3 launch operations. The
uary 22, a decision was made to substitute M69-3 for M69-2 remained in the ESF on _tandby in support of
M69-2 for the launch F (February 24) opportunity. This M69-,_ launch and flight during the remainder of February.
decision was ;:rrived at due to the problems encountered
with several M69-2 subsystems during System Test 4, e. SpacecraIt M69.3
notably the problem of the incorrect fixed-sequencer
motor burn duration during a simulated trajectory- Shipment to AFETR. The M69-_ spacecraft left JPL
correction maneuver, on January 2 in an escorted convoy of three air-ride
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electronics moving vans and arrived at the AFETR on performed at the ESF February 4-11 were identical to
January. 5. those performed for M69-2.
Arrival ir_sT_ection and ir_s'tallation in Building AO. Mate with launch vehicle. On February 12, M69-8 was
A careful visual inspection of the spacecraft was per- moved to Launch Complex 36A and mated to Atlas/
formed following its arrival at AFETR Building AO. Centaur AC-19. An on-pad verification was performed
The spacecraft was installed on its low-level positioner to demonstratc spacecraft compatibility with launch
in the Building AO high-bay area. complex equipment and the launch complex environment.
Preparation for .S!l.','temtest. Tile M69-3 was assembled Precountdown. A precountdown test was performed
to the system test configuration during the period oli February 13, The purpose of the prccountdown was
January 7-10. to perform the most detailed spacecraft verification per-
mitted within the limits of the launch configuration and
Posfshil;ment verification tests. Several verification the launch-complex equipment. No significant problems
tests were performed on January 18-15 to demonstrate were ,,,neountered during the precountdown test.
the compatibility of M69-3 with System Test Complex 2
Countdown during launch vehicle EMI/RFI test. Aand DSS 71. In addition, the television/data storage
sul_system interface was verified using television sub- launch countdown test was performed February 14 to
svstem simulator data. provide additional training for personnel involved in the
actual launch of M69-8 and to verify the countdown
System test :3.Durint_ the period January 16--23, .M69-3 procedure that would be used. The countdown was
System Test 3 (AFETR System Test l) was condncted performed in conjunction with an electromagnetic
to v_rifv the functional performance of the spacecraft as interft rence/radio-frequency interference (EMI/RFI)test
an integrated system. All major parts of the nominal performed with the launch vehicle. Spacecraft telemetry
flight sequence were tested, including several types of was carefully monitored to verify that the EMI/RFI
' environment had no effect on data readouts. Shortly
encounter sequences and trajectory-correction maneuvers.
Because of the decision to suhstitute M69-3 for M69-2 after completion of the test, the launch vehicle (AC-19)
(lurfll_ the launch F opportunity, system testing of M69-3 sutfered major damage due to partial loss of the pressure
was accelerated through the use of two-shift operations, used to maintain structural rigidity. The spacecraft wasd_,mated from the launch vehicle, returned to the ESF,
and de-encapsulated in preparation for a th,,rough
Scan platform in.s_rument alignment verification. Scan investigation of its condition.
platform instrument al;_nments were reverified on M69-:3
on Janttarv 17. 20, and 2:3. The line-of-sight of each Spacecraft cerification test. A comprehensive verifl-
planetc ",' instrument was measured, cation of all subsystems that may have been affected by
the motion .nparted to the spacecraft when the launch
Attitude control leak test. The spacecraft was moved vehicle temporarily lost pressure was performed on Feb-
to the ESF January 24. The attitude control leak test was ruarv 15 and 16. No anomalies were observed.
performed during the period January 24-27.
The spacecraft was re-encapsulated on Fehruary 17
Final Buildin_ AO electrical and mechanical oper- and _n abbreviated precountdown was performed to
ations. Final preparation of the spacecraft for launch was verify spacecraft functional performance.
performed in Building AO January 28-February .3. The
.XI69-:3preparations were identical to those performed on Mate tcith brunch vel:icle. Tile M69-8 was moved to
M69-2. In addition to spacecraft weight, the X-Y plant' Launch Complex .36B on February 18 and mated with
center of gravity was also measured. Measured space- the Atlas/Centaur AC-20 launch vehicle. An on-pad
craft weight was 850..31 Ib; the measured spacecraft verification based upon the precountdown test was per-
center-of-t_ravity location was X _0.14 in., Y - : 0.57 formed to demonstrate spacecraft compatihility with the
itl., and Z 1:3.92in. launch vehicle and the launch complex environment.
ESF electrical and mechanical operations. The M69-.3 Cou_ltdow_a durinlz operational readiness test. On Feb-
was moved to ESF February 4. Prelaunch preparations ruarv 19, a practice countdovtn was performed in
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conjunction with the MOS final operational readiness test. and propellant tanking integrated test, a problem was en-
Based on d,qta obtained during the practice countdown, countered in loading the CC&S memory from the launch
the launc, v, countdown procedure was finalized, complex equipment in the blockhouse. A second count-
down exercise was performed on January 21 in conjunc-
Precountdown. The launch precountdown was per- tion with the laul_ch vehicle flight acceptance composite
formed on February 20-21. The precountdown provided test.
a final detailed spacecraft verification prior to launch
and included careful examination of science subsystem Launch complex 86B operation_. On January 22, the
inshuments, spacecraft was removed from the AC-19 launch vehicle
on Launch Complex 86A and installed on the AC-20
Countdown. The M69-8 launch countdown was per- launch vehicle on Launch Complex 56B. Launch Corn-
formed on February 24. The spacecraft portion of the plex 56B operations included a spacecraft/launch
countdown went smoothly, terminating with the launch complex compatibility test on January 22, a precount-
of M69-3 (Mariner VI) at 01:29:02.018 CMT, February down test on January 28, and a spacecraft countdGwn
25. The launch occurred 15 rain after the opening of the in conjunction with a launch vehicle flight accep, ance
first launch window because of holds _.aused bv a launch composite test on January 24. The CC&S memory load-
vehicle guidance system problem, ing problem was again experienced and resolved by a
minor modification to the CC&S blookbouse equipment.
d. Spacecraft M69.4 (flight spare) Duling the spacecraft countdo_ n exercise, the spacecraft
ESF electrical and v'echanical operations. During the was irradiated by the AFETR EMI sources that would
1)e operating during tt.e actual launch. No anomalousperiod of December 23, 1968 through January 8, 1969,
the ,169-4 was prepared at the ESF for launch pad spacecraft performance was observed.
testing. Operations included installation of the propulsion
subsystem (filled with water instead of propellant) and Attitude control leal_ test. The spacecraft was returned
flight pyrotechnics (except for adapter V-band), pressuri- to the ESF on January 24 following the ,ompletion of
zatinn of hit,h-pressure gas vessels to one-half of their Launch Complex 36B operations. An attitude control
flight pressures (except for the IRS gas tanks, which were leak test was performed on January 25--29 to verify the
at flight pressure to test on-pad monitoring instrumen- flight readiness of the M69-4 gas systems and to measure
tation), mating of the ,,pacecraft with its launch-vehicle their leakage rates.
adapter, encapsulation of the spacecraft in the Centaur
nose fairing, and the performance of precountdown Disassemblt! and in_s7_ection.The spacecraft was moved
exercises both before and after spacecraft encapsulation, to Buildir, 30 on January 29. During the period of
The ,169.4 was used fur the initial period of on-pad January 80--,Vebruary 14, the spacecraft was completely
testing with the launch vehicles to mimmize the exposur(' disassembled, inspected for physical damage, and cleaned.
of ti,e flight spacecraft to the r'_'latively unknown launch
pad environment, and also to provide additiona', time Reassembly. On February 17-19, M69-4 was reassem-
for a detailed examination of the flight spacecraft prior bled to the system test configurat;r,n. A brief electrical
to their commitment to launch, checkout on February 20 verified the operational readi-
ness o) the spacecraft. The spacecraft remained in the
launch coml)lex 86A operations. Early in the morning system t,,_t configuration from February 21 to 06 in
of January 9, the M69-4 was moved from the ESF to support of the M69-.$ launch and flight operatiuns.
Launch Complex 36A where it was mated to the Atlas/
Centaur AC-19 launch vehicle. Following initial launch System Test .3. System Test .q (AFETR System Test 1)
pad checkout, a prccountdown exercise was performed was started on Februa,_: 08, and was scheduled for
on January 9 and 10 to verify spacecraft performance in completion in early M',rd,.
the launch complex environment Countdown exercises
were performed on January 14 and 15 to develop the
procedures to be used for the launch of the flight _pace- C. Systems
craft and to determine the effects of the launch complex
environment, particularly EMI, on spacecraft launch 1. SystemsAncilysis
operations. During the countdown test on January 15, a. Trajectory analysis. A contingency targeting plan
held in conjunction with the launch vehicle flight control has been developed to allow for emergency extension of
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the basic launch date/arrival date (LD/AD) targ_ ting centrie trajectories for the Mariner F (Mariner VI) and
plan discussed in SPS 37-52, Vol. I, pp. 8-9. This plap Mariner G missions.
colisists of the 20 LD/AD combinations listed in Table 8.
It should be noted that the continge_:cy arrival dates The last oflqcial Mariner Mars 1969 Performance and
beyond August 5, 1969 result in less desirable missions Trajectory Panel meeting was held at the Lewis Research
than those associated witt: the prime arrival dates dis- Center on January 23.
cussed in SPS ,_7-52, Vol. I.
b. Flight-path analysis. Orbit determination accuracyTable 3. Contingency-targeting-plan LD/AD
studies for the pre-maneuver, post-maneuver, encounter,combinations
and post-encounter phases of the mission have defined
the effects of uncertainties in physical constants and
to/Ao tD/AO tracking station locations, as well as data bias effects on
A_,8 Aug _ Ap,20/Oct 12 target parameters.'-' Due to the instability of the Mariner
Venus 67 encounter orbit solutions, a major study was
Apr 9/Aug 5 Apr 21/Oct 12
undertaken to seek an operational strategy for the
AFt 10/Sept 6 Apr 29/Nov 29
Mariner Mars 1969 orbit determination processes for
Apt 1 |/Sept 6 May 1/No*, 29
encounter. Three possible strategies were formulated.Apr : 2/Sept 6 May 3/Nov 29
Further analyses will be made before the final selection.
Apr 13/Sept 6 May S/Nov 29
Apr 14/Sept 6 May 10/Jan 3
Apt 15/Sept6 May 12/Jan 3 The final pre-launch mission maneuver strategy has
Apr 17/Oct 4 May_4/Jo, 3 been documented. :_Figure 8 illustrates one of the opera-
Apr 181Oct4 May16/Jan3 tional tools used to help select the aiming point. The
boundaries of aiming zones I and II are approximate.
Relative science value contours are also shown in rqg.._.
Four additional launch dates have been tazgeted for
July :31, 1969 arrival date. These additional launch dates The Flight Path Analysis and Command (FPAC)group
were targeted in order to maintain adequate launch participated in six mission operations simulations of the
probabilities in the event of launch support conflicts launch and midcourse phases of the mission. These tests,
with Apollo 9. and the extensive FPAC-supported software checkout,
demonstrated FPAC's readiness to suppo_ the launch.
It was decided to eliminate the February 2._ LD/ The actual launch and maneuver of Mariner VI was
July 29 AD case from the launch period and to reduce supported by FPAC in accordance with the operational
the February 24, 25, and 26 launch window durations profile illustrated in Figure 4. Post-maneuver orbit deter-
from 1 h to 40 min. The February 2._ launch date was mination of Mariner VI is still in process; however,
eliminated in order to base *he earliest launch oppor present indications are that the flight path is near-
tunity on the preferred arrival date of July ,_1. The first nominal.
three launch windows for the July 31 arrival date were
reduced in order to more optimally time central eom-
c. Encounter planning and analysis. Encounter plan-puter and sequencer (CC&S) events near encounter, to
improve near-earth tracking geometry, and to simplify ning proceeded during meetings of four groups: the
the launch countdown operations of the spacecraft. The Encounter Sequence Plan_ing Group (ESPG), the
20-min launch window reductions on these three days Mariner Orbit Determination Encounter Study Team
resulted in a small loss in launch probability, which was (MODEST), the pr;ncipal investigators, and the carto-
considered an acceptable penalty in order to obtain the graphic working group.
improvements mentioned above.
The ESPG activity was devoted to further refinement
The trajectory design considerations and key trajec- of the encounter desig_ (described in SPS 87-54, Vol. I,
tory parameters for the preferred LD/AD combinations
have been formulated.' Figures 1 and 2 present the hello- _MarinerMars 1969 Orbit Determination Strategu and Accurac!l
Document, February 15, 1969 (JPL internal document).
'Ma.lner Mars 1963Post-lniection Standard TraiectorIlDocument, _MarinerMars 1969 Midcourse Maneuver Strategll and Accuracy
January 1969 (JPL internal document). Document, February 15, 1969 (JPI. internal doc,ument).
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Fig. 2. Heliocentrictrajectory of Mariner VII
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Fig. 3. Preferredaiming zonesand overall sciencevalue contours(February 24 LD/July 31 AD)
pp. 5-12), with emphasis on the operational aspects and Timing and polar motion predictions can cause orbit
following a new set of guidelines defining the standard determination errors. Timing polynomial coefficients must
mission, be incorporated in the single-precision orbit determina-
tion program and updated periodically. A program to
The MODEST was organized to perform the following correct for ionization effects is being generated. Currently,
tasks: it seems very desirable to incorporate this program into
the SFOF software system, in April or May, to facilitate
(1) To develop the strategies to be used by the single- both the handling of the output and its transfer to the
and double-precision orbit determination programs other FPAC programs.during the encounter phase.
(.:_)To develop criteria for changing software, as re- Some work is currently under way to define desirable
quired, to allow maximum accuracy in pre- tracking patterns; the encounter phase should see con-
encounter orbits, tinuous tracking, whereas the crvise phase must accom-
modate the schedules of other projects.(._) To recommend optimum tracking schedules for
Deep Space Network utilization. Several meetings have been held with the principal
Intensive activity will begin after both spacecraft maneu- investigators to exchang+, trajectory information and to
vers. Meaningful simulations should result in final en- seek identification of aiming zones. Similar exchanges of
counter strategy definition by July 1. information were made during mission operations tests
JPL SPACE PROGRAMS SUMMARY 37-56, VOL. ! 9
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of the maneuver phase and during the actual Mariner VI Validation of the prime calibration data recorded on
pre-maneuver conference. The latter activity led to the FM analog magnetic tape, as well as the frst processing
aiming point selection used in the definition of the step to produce digital log tapes, is performed by dupli-
Mariner VI maneuver, cate processing of the prime data. The output results on
log tapes must compare closely before the subsequent
Another part of the encounter analysis activity has processing step is taken to produce the intermediate
been the generation of science value functions.' These master tape. The master tape provides records with
functions were used as aids in the aiming pointing selec- format corrections to accommodate most of the discrep-
tion for Mariner VI (Fig. g). ancies associated with deficient input data. The master
tape is then processed further to provide calibration
A Mariner Mars 1969 cartographic working group has tapes for the Image Processing Laboratory (IPI,) in a
been formed under the chairmanship of M.E. Davis of standard IPL calibration format. Pictures of the TV call-
the RAND Corporation. This group explores the carto- bration data to accompany the tapes are now made from
graphic potential in connection with the Mariner Mars the final calibration data tapes themselves, rather than
from the master tape as previously described.1969 TV data and includes the i;artieipation of repre-
sentatives from the Aeronautical Chart and Information
Center, Army Map Service, US Geological Survey, as When completed (about May 1969), this effort is ex-
well as JPL. The proposed objectives are to utilize the petted to produce about 2000 separate digital calibration
TV picture data as follows: tapes and 80,000 pictures (150,000 70-mm prints) from
TV-1. (By February 1, aEout 10,000 pictures had been
(1) To improve the knowledge of the Mars spin-axis produced by TV-1.) Although this effort has been diff-
orientation, cult and time consuming, it is currently proceeding sat-
(2) To establish a planet-wide coordinate control sys- isfaetorily and an average of four to five analog tapes
tern to be utilized in the generation of detailed per day will be processed to provide about 80 IPL-
formatted digital calibration tapes and the associated
Mars maps. pictures.
(._) To improve the figure of the Mars surface from the
determination of Mars-surface feature elevations. The UNIVAC 1219 system Proof Test Model system
test support began on January 20, 1969. During this
d. Mission analysis. Changes in the targeting plan, reporting period, 28 days of support operations were
refinements in trajectory information and science objee- provided, with 205 h of on-line operation. This support
rives, and minor corrections to the mission requirements will continue, as required, until termination of the project.
reflecting hardware changes have been documented."
2. UNIVAC 1219 Data ProcessingSystem O. Telecommunications
The development work deseribed in SPS :37-55, Vol. I, 1. Telemetry Simulator
pp. 4-5, to provide processing and photographic display
of the TV subsystem calibration data by use of the a, Introduction. The telem=,try simulator is part of the
• operational support equipment at the six deep spaceUNIVAC 1219/TV-1 System was completed during this
reporting period. Most of the period was spent in further stations (DSSs) of the Deep Space Instrumentation Fa-
modifications to hardware and software to overcome the cility involved in tracking the Mariner Mars 1969 space-
craft. These stations are as follows:
problems discussed in SPS 87-55, Vol. I, and to allow
step-by-step vis,bility into the processing through its (1) DSS 14 (Barstow, Calif.).
various stages. (2) DSS 12 (Barstow, Calif.).
The processing and reformatting system is now con- (:3) DSS 41 (Woomera, Australia).
s:dered operational and production has commenced. (4) DSS 51 (Johannesburg, South Africa).
'Mariner Mars 1969 Science Value Functions and Aiming Point (5) DSS 62 (Cebreros, Spain).
ConstraintsDocument, Deceml)er1968 (JPL internal document).
:MaHm,r ,'_hn_.1969 Mission Plan and Requirements Document, (6) Cape Kennedy Compatibility Test Station (Cape
Part I, Revision 1, February 1969 (JPL internal document). Kennedy, Fla.).
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As part of the mission-dependent equipment (MDE) c. Functional description. The telemetry simulator is
located in a regular high-bay rack, the telemetry simu- designed to duplicate the modulation algorithms of the
lator has two primary functions: (1) train DSS personnel composite telemetry signal output of the Mariner Mars
in the operation of the facility equipment during the 1969 flight telemetry subsystem (FTS). The composite
various spacecraft flight modes, and (2) provide hard- signal levels can be adjusted without changir,g the mod-
ware and software wMfication of both the DSS and the ulation algorithms, which allo_s transmitters of various
telemetry and command processor (TCP). modulation sensitivities to be used. Figure 6 shows the
voltages required to drive a transmitter with a 1-rad/V
b. Mechanical design. The electronic circuitry of the peak modulation scnsitivity. The ratios 9.4:91.4 and
telemetry simulator is packaged in two 19-in. wide stand- ._8.5:62.3 will remain constant regardless of the com-
ard relay-rack enclosure drawers (Fig. 5) designed to positc output level.
accommodate 47 printed circuit boards. Drawer A1
contaios 40 integrated-circuit-and-discrete-component The telemetry simulator provides for an engineering
boards. Drawer A2 contains seven discrete component data channel (Fig. 7) and a science data channel (Fig. 8).
cards and five modular power supplies, which provide The engineering data channel has bit (clock) rates of
approximately 4 A at 115 V ac. Each modular power 8'/.', or 33'!, bits/s. The engineering data fonnat is a
supply has built-in over-current protection. In addition, 15-bit, pseudo-noise (PN) sync word followed by a 6-bit
a circuit breaker is inserted in the ac power input line index word that locates medium- and low-speed com-
and another in the logic supply output. An overvoltagc mutator decks during any pass of the high-speed
load-protector is eombincd with the logic supply circuit commutator deck. The index word is followed by seven-
breaker to providc voltage, and current protection for teen 7-bit words whose content is sclectable by the
the integrated-circuit networks. The estimated total ENGR CItANNEL switches. A central computer and
weight is 120 lb. sequencer (CC&S) memory readout simulation has been
provided to check the CC&S mode. Also, a periodic PN
generator has been provided so that PN sequences of
four lengths can he substituted for the normal engineer-
(a) , ing data format.
d. Theory of operation
!_ '__'i_ _''ll_ ............. -__-i.,,,t ' | Engineerin_channel. A 480-kHzoscillatoris usedas
":" _ _[ "_O"2.,-O_ • the master cloek source for generating all })it rates and
"' _ "* _" _ _ I_ _ clocks. An external oscillat(,r may be substituted for the
£ql_. '_ _. _. "/ "t "i internal 480-kllz oscillator. The external signal, regard-
m | kss of polarity, will be conditioned in the input condi-
_|" tioning circuit (ICC) to be compatible with the integrated
circuit logic.
{hi
_-_P..I The 480 kHz signal is divided by 20 to form the
engineering channel subcarrier fn'quency of 24 kllz. Thc
4( subcarrier is divided by 180 to form the 133_:_-pulses/s
,.,_......... --- signal. Tlu' 13:31!_-pulses/s signal is further divided by
_I two successive divide-by-4 counters to generate both a
'_ _ "t 31"j. _ {I 33'!, and a 8':, pulses/s signal. The pulse rate seh'eted is
;, -I_ _ "" *-, determined hy the state of the mode/rate generator; the
't ¢._,_ HI actual rate seh'ction lwing performed in the engineering
,...!2i¢ _ .... bit-rate seh'ctor logic.
An external engineering hit syne source can he substi-
tuted for the internal enghwering hit sync. The selected
bit-sync signal (internal/external) is divided hy 7 (hit
Fig. 5. Mariner Mars 1969 telemetry simulator cotmter) to form a word-syne pulse The engineering
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Fig. 6. Modulation algorithms
word sync is sent to a 12-_s one-shot and then to a buffer and one divide-by-2 counter _¢hose states simulate decks.
amplifier (BA). The BA output (engineering bit sync) is The states of these three counters generate a 6-bit index
used as one of the data synchronization signals by the word that is inserted in the engineering data at channel
TCP. The word-sync signal is used as a clock for a 102 time. The index word is used by the DSIF decom-
divide-by-20 counter, which represents the 20 channels mutator to determine the positions of the medium- and
of the high-speed commutator deck. low-speed decks in the engineering data stream.
The first three states of the divide-hy.20 counter are The engineering data stream consists of the 15-bit PN
decoded and used as load/transfer pulses for the corn- sync word and the 6-bit index word. The remaining 17
mutator medium-speed deck, the CC&S data register, high-speed words are generated from the engineering
_md the engineering data shift register. The word counter CHANNEL DATA SELECT switches.
states refer to data channels in the high-speed deck:
word couutt,r state one (WCS1) is channel 100, WCS2 The output from the engineering data shift register
is channel 101, and WCS._ is channel 102. The WCS1 goes to the engineering data select logic. When the
forms a franw start pulse that is sent through a one-shot CC&S indicator is off, the engineering data shift register
and BA. It is also used to drive two divide-by-10 counters output is transferred to a biphase modulator. When the
JPL SPACE PROGRAMS SUMMARY 37-$6, VOL. I 13
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CC&S mode has been selected from the CC&S mode/ The BA output (science bit syne) is used as one of the
rate selector, the CC&S data stream is transferred through data synchronization signals by the TCP.
the data select logic. On the first pass of the high-speed
deck after CC&S has been commanded, the CC&S data The selected bit syne is routed by a divide-by-280
re_ister is %aded with the CC&S index word (011111). counter (bit-time counter) to the science data register.
The inde' .xord will be followed by an alternating pat- Bit-time 280 is sent to a 12-/,s one-shot and then to a
tern of zeros and ones, simulating CC&S memory readout BA, the OUtl)Utof which is science channel frame start.
data, until the CC&S selection is terminated. The frame-start pulse indicates to the TCP that the next
15 data pulses will be the seie,lce PN sync word.
The lfiphase modulator receives the selected engineer-
ing data and modulates the engine,,rin__ sub_carrier, re- The science data stream consists of the 15-bit PN
suiting in the logic expression (DrS,.-f-DrSr). The
.... sync word followed by 213.5data pulses that compose the
m',dulator output is sent to the engineering data mode science data frame, which is a sequence of alternating
select logic. This logic controls the input to the mixer- _,eros and ones.
modulator. If the cruise or encounter I modes are selected,
the data is transferred to a particular input to the
mixer. In the flayback I mode, the data is transferred to The seie1:ce data signal is transferred to the biphase
another input to the mixer, modulator. The biphase modulator receives the science
data and modulates the science subcarrier, resulting in
The engineering data is sent to a 0-3-bit delay reg- the logic expression (D.,S,. 4 D.,.S._).The output of the
ister. The selected delayed data is transferred through modulator is fed to the science data mode select logic.
This logic controls the input to the mixer-modulator. Ifa IL.k for use in the TCP. The data is delaved with
respect to the data eommutated from the composite the encom_ter I or playback I modes are selected, thedata is transferred to a particular input in the, mixer. If
telemetry signal, cruise mode is seh'ctcd, the science data mode select
Science channel. The 480-kHz oscillator is used to logic will inhibit the transfer of data to the mixer.
drive a divide-by-14 counter. The output of the divide-
by-14 counter is the ._4.286-kHz science channel subcar- The science data is fed to a 0_$-bit delay register.
rier frequency. When an external oscillator is used, both The selected delayed data is transferred through a BA
the engineering and science subcarriers are derived for use in th_ TCP. The data is dclayed with respect to
from it. the data input to the biphase modulator and to the data
decommutated from the composite telemetry signal.
A 259.2-kHz oscillator is used as a master clock source
for generating the science channel bit rates. An external e. Design characteristics
oscillator can be substituted for the internal 259.2-kHz
oscillator. The external signal, regardless of polarity, will Mode rate _enerator. As shown in Fig. 7, the mode/
be conditioned in the ICC to be compatible with the rate generator controls the modes and bit rates. The
integrated circuit logic, mode logic generates signals that are fed to the mixer-
modulator input circuitry, to the bit-rate selectors, and
The 259.2-kHz signal is fed to divide-by-8888 and to the engineering data selector. The modulator input
divide-bv-960 counters. The output of the divide-by- circuitry refers to the engineering and science data
$888 counter forms the encounter I 66_it-pulses/s bit mode select logic. The outputs from the data-mode
rate. The output of the divide-by-960 counter forms the selectors go to different inputs on the mixer-modulator.
playback I 270-pulses/s bit rate. Outputs from both of The inputs selected determine what modulation algorithm
these counters are sent to the science bit-rate selector is to be chosen (Fig. 6). The engineering and science
where one of the rates is selected, depending on the modulated sulx'arriers are linearly added in the mixer-
state of the mode/rate generator, to become the science modulator and used as an input to a differential amplifier
channel hit sync. (modulator).
An external source can be selected for the bit sync PN sequence generator. The PN sequence generator
instead of the internal bit rate. The selected bit syne generates any one of the maximum length PN periodic
signal is then sent to a 12-t,s one-shot and then to a BA. sequences. The PN sequences can be substituted for the
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normal engineering or science data patterns. The gen- and a Microlab/FXR Model AD-20-N attenuator were
erator has four selectable PN lengths. The cycles times added to the simulator composite signal output. These
for these lengths are given in Table 4. provided the composite signal with a greater range of
amplitude and a more compatible impedance match
_,ngineering integrator amplifier. The engineering between the simulator and the subcarrier demodulator
channel integrator/amplifier is composed of nine resistors, assembly.
a 0.18-_F capacitor, and an operational amplifier. The
nine resistors and the capacitor form the integrator, Another interface incompatibility was between the
which has time constants ranging from 0.0 to 1.8 s. FR1200/100 tape recorder and the simulator. The
FR1200/100 tape recorder provides simulated data that
The gain of the operational amplifier is determined is used to check communication links at the DSS and to
by the loop equation verify DSS operation. The simulator accepts the FR1200/
100 data and conditions it with the required subcarrier
I (R')I to form the composite signal. The interface ineompati-Vo/V_ = 1 bility originated in he strength coming fro he
FR1200/100. The simulator will accept a signal strength
The feedback resistor R1, a 200-kf_ potentiometer, of 5 V minimum (or -5 V maximum). Because the
allows for gains from 1 to 45. The output voltage for signal from the FR1200/100 was only 1.4 V maximum, a
the engineering integrator/amplifier will range from Dynamics amplifier 6122 was added to the MDE rack
125 mV to 5.6 V peak for an input of 125-mV peak to amplify the FR1200/100 signal to be compatible with
signal, the simulator input requirement.
Science integrator amplifier. The science channel Both the engineering and science integrated data re-
integrator/amplifier is identical to the engineering inte- quired a Dynamics amplifier 6122 to increase their
grator/amplifier, range of amplitude. Both of tbese signals interface with
the TCP. When the longer time constants for the inte-
Composite signal generator. The composite signal gen- grated data are used, the amplitude of the signal de-
erator is a mixer circuit that linearly adds the input creases. The Dynamics amplifier aids in amplifying the
signals from the engineering and science channels. Sig- signal to the TCP.
hal selection is based on the telemetry simulator mode.
The modulator section is a very sensitive differential f. Conclusion. Installation of all six telemetry simu-
amplifier that receives the selected signals from the lators has been completed and each piece of equipment
mixer, scales the inputs, performs linear addition, and has been in operational use for several hundred hours.
provides an output to drive a 50-.Q terminated load. The first unit was installed in the JPL Compatibility
Test Area (Building 125-B14). The equipment has per-
Inter[ace compatibility. The telemetry simulator ex- formed satisfactorily during 8 mo of continuous opera-
perienced some interface difficulties with the DSIF tion (24 h/day).
equipment. One of these interface incompatibilities was
the composite signal input to the subcarrier demodulator
assembly. A Hewlett Packard 467A isolation amplifier Two sets of complete documentation have been
" provided for each unit. Spare printed circuit boards have
also been provided and the Goldstone Depot has an
Table 4. Cycle times for selectable PN lengths extra set of spare printed circuit boards and discrete
and various bit rates component spares as well as a complete set of docu-
mentation.
Cycle time for indicated bit rate
tength
81/3 bits/s 331/3 bits/s 662/3 bits/s 270 bits/s E. Guidance and Control
2047 Oh 4'" 5" Oh I *_ 1.4' Oh 0"_30.7" O h 0" 7.6"
I. Attitude Referenceand Star Identification Program
4094 Oh 8"' 12" Oh 2" 3 _ Oh 0m 41.4 _ O h 0 m 15.2"
32,767 1" 5'" 21" 0" 16"' 23" 0" 8"' 11" 0 _ 2'" 1" The IBM 7094 computer programs, Attitude Reference
131,071 4" 21 "_ 30" 1h 5" 32" Oh 32"' 48' 0"8'" 6' Program for Mariner (ATRM) and Star Identification
Program for Mariner (SIPM), described in SPS 37-51,
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Vol. I, p. 1:3, have been completed and certified opeJa- temperature cycle tests, they were delivered to JPL. The
tional for the Mariner Mars 1969 missions. Final docu- BCE consoles were tested with the DAS breadboard
mentation for both progranls is scheduled to be completed prior to testing a flight unit. Also, all BCE consoles were
by March 15, 1969. delivered to JPL to support environmental and subsystem-
level testing.
The capability of SIPM to provide star maps [simula-
tions of the responses of the Canopus sensor to light Upon delivery to JPL, each DAS completed a more
stimuli (i.e., stars, planets, and background) in the field comprehensive voltage-temperature margin test using a
of view of the Canopus sensor] during a midcourse Digital Equipment Corporation Programmed Data
maneuver enables the current version of SIPM to pro- Processor-7 (PDP-7). The computer test system con-
vide information not availabi_ from previous versions of trolled the input dat;_ to the DAS and continuously
SIPM. First, star maps now may be obtained for turns monitored all DAS outputs. Processing of the data was
about the pitch axis (previously, ._tar maps could be accomplished in real time, thus providing a complete
obtained only for turns about the roll axis). Second, star functional test that enabled the detection of design prob-
maps may be obtained for turns about an axis aribitrarily lems not previously discovered during manual testing.
oriented with respect to the sun-probe-Canopus coordi- The software was developed at JPL and provided an
nate system. This latter capability is particularly impor- error printout capability. Each DAS was tested in
tant in identifying acquirable objects when and if the ao,co;'dance with a JPL test procedure written specifically
spacecraft acquires a fixed, non-standard orientation with to test the Mariner Mars 1969 DAS. A portion of this
respect to the sun-probe-Canopus coordinate system, test procedure (JPL TP504466) specified that the nominal
operating voltage (+4.0 V) be decreased until the DAS
The star maps provided bv the current version of failed to operate. Each "fail point," where a function
SIPM may also he used as an aid in gaging the aecur,-cv cea,,cd to operate, was measured within 5 mV and docu-
with which events such as sun acq'fisition and midcourse mented. Finally, the "gross fail point" was reached which
maneuver turns are completed, would conclude that por_iun of the test. Table 5 shows
the first fall point and tlae gross fail point of the three
flight units.
F. Space Sciences
The voltage-temperature margin data from each unit
1. Data Automation Subsystem Testing was analyzed and used as a reference for evaluating
The first phase of the Mariner Mars 1969 data auto- subsequent margin test results, A comparison was made
mation subsystem (DAS) testing sequence was conducted between the data from each test and between different
at the contractor's" facility under JPL supervision. The units. This provided a mechanism for a complete de-
initial checkout was performed at the subassembly level, tailed evaluation of each system. Changes in fail point
Fabrication errors were corrected and marginal inte- trends may be indicatiw of marginal components. The
grated circuits (IC)were replaced during _he subassembly margin tes:s were used to establish the high level of
test phase. Each of the DAS units was completely as- confidence required for flight hardware and to ensure
sembled and tested in accordance with an acceptance
test procedure. Separate test procedures existed _or sub- Table 5. First and gross fail points of
assembly and subsystem testing. Manually-operated three DASflight unitsa
bench checkout equipment (BCE) consoles, also fabri-
cated at the contractor's facility, were utilized to perform Flightunit1 Flightunit2 Flightunit3
lhe subsystem-lew, l tests prior to delivery to JPL. These Temperature, °C First Gross First Grass First Gross
tests were conducted under worst-case conditions, i.e., fail fail fnil fall fail fail
--+10% of the nominal voltage at the ambieqt -10 and point point point point point point
+65°C temperature environments. This procedure dis- Ambient 2.725 2.685 2.740 2.700 2.725 2.700
tinguished temperature-sensitive components that were
replaced. When the units successfully comi,leted the --10 2.990 2.925 3.005 2.9,55 3.010 2.985
$X2.455 2.495 2.400 2.665 2.440
';Litton Industries, Inc., Guidance and Control System_, Woodland
Hills,Calif. ,,N*,molV,.= +4.0V.
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a high probability of exposing marginal conditions before sembly Facility (SAF). Prior to SAF delivery, the three
they become malfunctions, flight units had accumulated a combined total of 4523.9 h
of testing (1634.8, 1401.4, and 1487.7 h on flight units 1,
After completion of these tests, the units were flight- 2, and g, respectively).
acceptance tested at the JPL environmental facilities
and then returned to the computer test system for an- This test sequence has significantly reduced the prob-
other complete voltage-temperature margin test. The ability of a system fault. It also provides the capability
flight units were then delivered to the Spacecraft As- to analyze spacecraft-system-oriented problem area;.
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II. Mariner Mars 1971 Project
PLANETARY-INTERPLANETARYPROGRAM
A. Introduction During Mission B, data will be sought on time-variable
features of the Martian surface associated with the wave
1. Mission Description of darkening wherein both seasonal and secular changes
The primary objective of the Mariner Mars 1971 Project occur. Also, information on atmospheric structure and
is to place two spacecraft in orbit around Mars that will gross dynamics will be obtained, as well as information
be used to perform scientific experiments directed toward directed toward an understanding of Mars' mass distribu-
achieving a better understanding of the physical char- tion, its shape, and its apparent lack of internal activity.
acteristics of that planet. Principal among these experi-
ments are measurements of atmospheric and surface A capability will exist to redirect goals for either
parameters at various times and locations to determine mission to the alternate mission if desired. The two
the dynamic characteristics of the planet. Aprroximately launches are anticipated for May 1971, with arrival at the
70% of the Martian surface will be observed during a planet during the following November.
minimum of 90 days of orbital operations.
An engineering objective of the project is to demonstrate
During Mission A, it is planned to map the topography the ability of the spacecraft to perform orbital operations
of a large portion of the Martian surface at a resolution in an adaptive mode wherein information from one orbital
significantly higher than that achxevable with earth-based pass is used to develop the operations plan for subsequent
methods or by the Mar_,,er Mars 1969 spacecraft. In orbital passes. If sufficient resources are available, the
addition, measurements will be made of the composition, necessary modifications will be made to extend the useful
density, pressure, and thermal properties of the planet's lifetimes of the spacecraft past the required 90 days.
atmosphere, Other measurements will be directed toward
an understanding of Mars' surface temperatures, compo- One of the Mariner Mars 1971 flight spacecraft will be
sition, and thermal properties (particularly at the polar new, and the other will be the spare flight spacecraft of
caps); its apparent lack of internal activity, its mass the Mariner Mars 1969 Project modified to meet the
distribution; and its shape, requirements of the 1971 missions and to enhance mission
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reliability. The proof test model spacecraft of the Mariner Kennedy, the tracking and data acquisition facilities of
.Mars 1969 Project will be modified to become the proof the Deep Space Network, and other NASA facilities.
test model for the Mariner Mars 1971 Project, to be used
_or preliminary testing and as a simulator in support of 2. Project Status
flight opelations. A major modification for the Mariner
Mars 1971 mission will be the addition of a rocket motor The mission design review was concluded on _av,u-
required to decelerate the spacecraft and place it in orbit ary 31, 1969. As a result of the review, some changes are
around Mars. The spacecraft configuration is shown in being mad_ to the draft of Part I of the Mission Speci-
Fig. 1. fieation and Plan. The memoranda of agreement for
seie_lee principal investigators are being prepared, re-
Svparate scientific instrument subsystems will be viewed, and signed off by the principal investigators
required to accomplish each of the first seven planned and the 3lariner Mars 1971 Project.
scientific experiments gixen in Table 1. The S-band
occultation and celestial t,wehanics experiments will The Spacecraft System functional design, appmxi-
require no additiona! equipment on the spacecraft, mately 95% complete, was reviewed on February 20-21,
Measurements will be made during both the orbital and 1969. The interface definitions between spacecraft
the cruise phases of each mission, subsvstems including science instruments, are being
concluded in order to permit a timely completion of
Management responsibilities for the overall project, the detailed spacecraft design.
Spacecr, 'r System, the Mission Operations System (MOS),
and the Tracking and Data System (TDS) have been The MOS/TDS manag,2ment plan has been issued
assigned to JPL. Lewis Research Center has been assigned and special emphasis is now being placed on the early
tnanagcmt,t_t r¢'sponsibility for the Launch Vehicle Sys- definition and implementation of simulation system re-
tt.m (LXS). Tho launch vehicle will be an Atlas/Centaur quirements. Mission alternates are the subject of continu-
devclolwd by General Dynamics/Convair. ing analyses.
TI,, ,Uariner Mars 1971 missions will be supported bv
th¢ Air Force Eastern Test Range launch facilities at Cape The TDS simulation and monitor systems definitions
have been completed. The Mariner Mars 1971 Project's
fiight-path operations computer support will be provided
Table 1. Mariner Mars 1971 scientificexperiments by TDS on the 1108 computer.
Principal
Experiment scientific Affiliation B. Telecommunicatior,
investigator
- 1. Magnetic Tape Stat' Studies
TeIevlslon H, Masursky' U.S. Geological Survey
G. de Vaucouleurs Universityof Texas a. Introduction. One problem in the use of reel-to-reel
J.Lederberg StanfordUniversity magnetic tape recorders for spacecraft data storage is
s. Murray or the phenomenon of layer-to-layer separation occurring
W. Thompson Bellcomm in a tape pack (reel of tape wound and stored under
Inf .... dradiometer (3.Seugeba.er or tension) when it is subjected to wide temperature
UltravioletspectrometerC BotCh University ofColorado transients. Layer-to-layer separation may occur at var-
InfraredinterferometerR. Honel GoddardSpaceFlight iOUS radii within the pack accompanied by a loss ofspectrometer Center
Charged-part,cle J. Simpson UmversityofChicago tape tension in those areas. Associated with this loss of
telescope tension in certain areas is an overstressed condition in
Dual-frequency V.Eshleman Stanford Onlversdy other areas resulting in an increase in pressure between
receivers adjacent layers of tape. These phenomena are caused by
X-rayparticledetector J. VanAllen Universityof Iow., an apparent inability of the wound magnetic tape to
S-bondoccultot;on A.J.Kliore lPt adjust itself evenly throughout the pack during expansion
Celestialmechanics J torrelr' JPL and contraction. Such conditions frequently result in per-
i. Shapiro MLT manent damage to the tape also and threaten the integrity
of transport operation to some degree, depending upon
.,r,°_,.°d,,. the concept of tape reeling and guidance employed, ml.
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NARROW-ANG LE
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Fig. 1. Mariner Mars 1971 spacecraft configuration: (a) top view, (b) bottom view
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On_' effect of separation at any point is to pernait engineeriug test model (ETM_ tape transport/ a proto-
lateral shifting of one or more cireulnferential wraps of type isobelt-drive machine, was employed as a test
tape. This would be of particular concern when the vehicle to determine the ability of such a system, includ-
pack is under the influence of extt.rnal shock or vibration ing the magnetic tape pack, to survive a Maritwr type-
forces. In the abst,nce of retaining elements, such as approval level test program.-'
reel flanges or it peripheral pressure belt, these ip,fluences
could cause the loss of the entire pack. Where retaining l)uring the vacuum-temperature test l_hast', character-
elements are provided, t)wir guiding ('fleet may result istics of tape pack instahility were observed that are
in severe edge damage a'ad/or folding at points of cola- now understood to be typical. A range of temperature
tact with the ",,)e during operation. In either eas_, the change was imposed with the cycle starting at room
loss of data or stol,, .... capability could he eatastrophie, ambient temperature, dropping to -20°C, soaking for
:24 h, rising to 75 C, soaking for eight days, and dropping
again to amb;,,nt. Temperature transients were pc-r|ort;wd
A second significant etfect is introduced hy the resul- with the transport non-operating and one tape reel full.
tant variation in tape tension throughout the pack. This Vis,tal observations were made ,tnd system operational
is manifested as a _)on-tmiform rate of tape travel across performance was checked at each stabilization tempera-
tilt' magnetic heads dur rl,d, transfer fi'om one reel to ture. No pack separation was apparent at low h'm-
the other, causing signal inconsistencies durh:g recording p,,rature until the machine was operated. During
and playback, operation, a tendency for layers of tape near the outside
diameter of tile supr, l_ reel to s(.parate and create a
In areas where excessive inter-layer pressure exists gap in the area of isobelt tangency was noted. Several
due to almornaally high tape tension, permanent distor- reversals of direction seemed to eliminate the condition
ties of the tape is likely to occur. The result is lateral temporarily at any particular point. However, tracking
cupping of the tape and/or ripplir.g of its edges, became marginal and the tape threatening to walk of[
Damage ot this nature causes serious tape tracking thc reel at one pont. After stabilization at high temper-
proble,ns and loss of head-to-tape contact. High inter- ature, the separation that d,,,vcloped at low temperature
layer pressure, in conjunction with cxposure to elevated disappcarcd; however, new gaps were evident at various
temperatures, also contributes to layer-to-layer adhesion radial points within the full pack, particularly near the
or "'blocking". The charaeteristics of this particular hub. Significant perforn_anee degradation after thermal
phenomenon have been investigated previously and are exposure tests suggested t,tpe damage and pack instahil-
(hseussed in SPS 37-42, Vol. IX,' pp. 176-178. itv. This was verified during subsequent attempts to
operate the transport at ambient conditions. Continued
The functional per|ormance characteristics ,)f any operation became impossible due to mistraeking. Exam-
spacecraft d,tta storage subsystem, and the techniques ination of thc tape reveah,d severt' cupping and edge
cstablishcd to achieve them, are significantly dependm:t distortion.
upon the capabilities of the storage medium. Therefore,
The test experienee, coupled with information obtainedin the case of the tape recorder, it is essential that the from magnetic tape expcrts and tape recorder inantl-
integrity of the magnetic tape he p,t, serv,,'d throughout facturers, prompted furtl'er investigation ot the tal;c
the mission. Recognizing the above ,,entioned its some stability problem. The studies were also encouraged by
of the problents associated with tape recorder use in project groul)s due to the need for information applicable
the spacecraft environment, a program was undertaken to future mission data-storage requirements.
to investigate its limitations and recommend means ot
overcoming them to meet future spaeeeraft data storage c. Prolgram dellnition. Two classes of tests were es'ah-
requirements, lishcd: statie (non-operating) and dynamic. The static
tests were designed to observe and (,valuate tape pack
b. Background. Typically, the magnetic tape recorder physical condition throughout a temperature range and
system is not operated during the long cruise periods
of spacecraft planetary missions. This is desirable for 'Improved Mac.re'tic"l'apcl{ccordt.r,Oct. 1966 (JPI, t,_ternaldocu-
various reasons; however, in COllSeqtlelleC,it is during mcnt1.
-'Tyl),'Approral and b'litthtAccel)ta)Ict' Test Rt'quircmc)_t.s,Marincr
these ,_eriods that tilt' tape pack is most wHnerahle to Mar._.lS)6_.)l,'light Equit>m('tlt,I)t,c. 1:], 1967 (JPL internal doutt-
the ctfects of environment extremes. During 1968, the m,..,tl.
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under physical installation conditions simulating those of
a typical reel-to-reel tape transport. Eighteen different
tape types from six manufacturers have so far been
tested in an effort to ultimately determine the best tape,
from a physical standpoint, presently available for space- ' ,i' /
craft application. .,_.,
The dynamic test consisted of operating the tape ,_*_1_ -",I[ i
transport (luring temperature change, and allowing it to _ :/
soak non-operating at the extremes. This was done to
assess the ability of the tape pack to adjust to thermal
stresses while moving duri,g temperature transients, .'_-.
thereby avoiding damage due to unrelieved stresses dur-
ing static soak.
Performance tests were conducted and all tapes were
visually examined before and after thermal exposure. Fig.2. Tape packs mounted for thermal exposure
The environmental chamber was controlled to obtain a
temperature change rate of 80°C/h. A fixture previously
designed for another study effort (SPS :37-4:2,Vol. IV) slippage. The center pack (CEC W-l) appeared to be
was used to support the tape packs in tension as wound tile most consistent in this respect. Note the involute
while under test (Fig. 2). A 4-oz weight attached to the shape of the marking, which indicates evenly ¢listritmted
free end of the pack supplied constant tension. Since adjustment. The tape pack at the left end of the fixture
tilt' ETM tran,qmrt was employed as a performance test [Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing (:3M) MT:22760],
xehicle throughout the investigation, the reel hub and a luhricated tape, showed some signs of adjustment, but
tape pack diameters adaptable to that machine were certainly much less than might have been expected. The
used (1.:250 and 8.125 in., respectively). .'331LR135:3 samph', another luhrieated tape (not shown),
showed none. For the most part, all other tapes behaved
d. Test results very much like the right-end pack, exhibiting little or no
tendency to (:lose the gaps It is significant that any
Static tests'. A summary of the static test data taken to ability to adjust at the initial low teinperaturc is ap-
date over the range of -20 to 75°C is shown in Tabh, 2. parently of no value during subsequent exposlm' to high
All tapes listed arc _-in. wide and have a polyester tcmperature. In fact, examination of the data would
backing. The various hinder formulations are unknown, seem to indicate a more severe final condition of layer-
to-layer separation with tho_e tapes exhil)iting greater
It is interesting that most of the tapes showed signs slipping tendellcies. In this regard, some prcvious investi-
of separation during or after the high-temperature soak, gations into the dimensional characteristies ot magnetic
and most of those during the rise from -20 ° to amhient, tape, when subjected to variations in temperature,' may
Th,:'re is also a pronounced corelation, among all tapes, be pertinent. The results suggest that certain irreversible
of the radii of the points in the pack where separation dimensional changes that vary with time and ,stress may,
occurs, in some eases, make a tendency gn" mtt.r-layt.r slippagt'
undesirabh'. Variation in str,,ss in are,t_ where inter-
Some capability of self-adjustment to temperature layer separation does occur may permit localized tape
reduction was visible in the three Consolidated Electro- shrinkage at elevated temperatures, resulting in at least
dynamics Corporation (CEC) sample tapes as evidenced some degree of g_q) closure.
by an evenly distributed inter-layer slippage. Figure 2
illustrates this characteristic. In this experiment, each tape During perfornmnce testing on the transport after
pack was initially marked witl_ a straight radial white completion of the thermal cycle, all tapes exhihited some
line as it appears on the right-end pack in Fig. 2. Ira- tendency for the outer layer to adhere to the pack during
pending inter-layer separation resulting from contraction
of tape within the pack was pre-empted, in varying 'Thcrmal Shrinl, agc o[ Pol{ic,st,'r-Basc ,_laglu,ttc Tal,c, Jan. U'lfi6
degree with different tape samples, due to inter-layer (JPI, intt'rn,d documt'nt).
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Table 2. Stat'c test data tabulation
Location of layer-to-layer separations
Ipack rQdius), in.
Tape type 25 24-h soak -- 20 24-h soak 7.5 -- 20
to at to at to to
--20oC --20oC 75oC 750C --20oc 25oC
3M 999 None NC NC NC 1.,'1 NC
.... L
3M 551 None NC NC NC NC 0.9,
1.3
3M 951 None NC NC NC NC 0.9,
1,3
3M 154 None NC NC 0.9, NC RC
1.1
3M MT22760 None SA NC 0.9, NC 1.1,
(lubricated) 1.1 1.3
3M 1R1353 None NC NC NC 0.9, 0,9, 1.1,
(JubHcated) 1.3 1.3, 1.4
DuPont Crolyn None NC NC NC 0.9, 0.9,
1.1 1.5
Ampex 746 None NC 1.3 NC NC 0.9,
1.3
Ampex 748 None NC 1.0 NC NC 1.0,
1.5
CEC M-I None SA 0.9 NC 0.9, 1.1, 0.9, 1.1,
1.3 1.3, 1.4
CEC SX, 1 None SA NC NC NC 0.9,
1.1
,L
CEC W-1 1.3 SA, NC NC 0.9, 1.1, 0.9, 1.1,
RC 1.3 1.3, 1.4
L , ,.
Soundcrafl None NC 1.3 I NC NC 1. I,)
2HRMB/B 1.3
Soundcr=ft None NC NC NC NC 0.9, I.I,
2HRM 1.4
Memorex NC NC NC NC NC 1.1
33B
Memotex 1.1 NC NC 1.4 NC RC
53A
Memorex None P4C NC 0.9, NC 1.2
62L 1.3 1.3
Memorex 631. None NC NC 1.3 NC NC
(high temperature)
NC = nochangefrom previouscondit;on
SAw. self.adjustedthrough_nter.layersllp
RC := returnedto original condiHon
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._,-4"-', Vol. IV). This occurred in vary- the other two tapes at 7 °C, although tile :3M 999 tape
ing (|('_A1¢'('salld unitormit_ with each ease. The .Mem_rex did show a possible softening of the binder at points of
samplus, with thr rxcrptiol_ of 6:3I, tape (designed for head contact.
hi_h-temlwratur_, applications), exhibited the most se-
ver_' ;,lh_'qon. Oxide wa, actually ,,tripped off tit some During the tourth test, using the Memorex 6:3L tape,
poinls illdw,ditl_ l)lockill_. (;_.n(,rallv, the :3Nl tapes per- traekin_ became pl'ogressi_ely m,'_re erratic. At the higher
tormrd the twst if, this r_'sprct, althou_,h all tape,, ttmlwratures, the tape pack became especially irregular,
q_ox_rd some _i_Js ot slzt('kill_ mconqst_'_wv and poten- and what :tpl_r:tr('d to he flat areas devclopcd on the
ti,tl trackm!4 pmlflcms atlur thcrmai _'xposure.._11 of the circumference. Several gaps gradually formed near the
\lt.mol_.x tap_,s, itl parlicul, r, rxhihit_,d considerable tape hub ,FIR. 4). Note the irregumr circumfere;,ce, edge
trmh'lwx to dlq_rt to the _',wht that it was iml_osqbh' damage, and buckled internal layers. The tracking
to l,rop_'rly track tl,, rapt., instability "was chara¢'terized by a tcndenev for the tape
to twist baek and forth (wohble) at various points across
I)t.l_mmic t,'st,s'. "lhru_ difit r_._t tylws ot tape were the t,tpe path. Twisting on tlw reel hub eventually forced
seh,ctt,d for pr_.liminary operational Wsts on the' ET\I stol)p:t_(' of tlw transport due to imminent faihm..
tta_sport dm'i_,_Ztt,mpenOure cxc,lint, The :3,I 551 sample
was used lweause it aplwared to hav_' &,sirable char- e. Conclusions. The discussion in this article relates
aeteristic's of signal r,'cord and reproduction, making it only to the first phase of the program to investigate the
a likelx candidate for 'qarine_ Mars 1971 mission appli- characteristics and limitations of magnetic tape in the
cation. Samph,s ot this tape were r,m to two hi tr,h tern- spacecraft environment. The results presented are prc-
perature (,xt_rmrs: 75 and 55°C. The second test at liminarv in nature, the data not having yet hecn thor-
5.3_C xxas pertormrd t_ assess the possibility of avoidin_ o'_hlx evaluated, and, at this point, should be considered
tapc-to-head sticking, x_hieh did occur during the soak only as guidelines and a basis for further study. It should
period ttt 7,3_(;, .\ rtn| usin_ the .'3M 99,() sample xx,ts t,e noted that the CEC tapes tested are no longer being
made to provide data tin"evaluati_m, relative to previous mamffactured.
experiu_we xxith the ET,\i, whih, ul_dt'rgoin_ ,Uari_er
t)pe approv:d enxironm_,ntal testing. A fourth run was Another tactor that should be considered in the eval-
m,tdt usin_ .Mt'morex 6:31, hi_h-trnqwrature tape. This uation ot tht'se, or any subsequent test data, in the
wa,; (lot_, to quality or substantiate the r_.sults of the possible significance of tape age or batch variations.
static teqs _m thi, tape. There is some evidence that the performance of tape
samples having the same identification number often
Observations of the tape stacking and tracking through- varies from hatch to hatch. Most of the foregoing tests
out the ftrst three test runs revealc'd no irregularities in invohed single batch samples, some of whieh were not
tape winding. The t,pt' seemed to adjust to th,. chan_¢, _'centlv procured.
it_ tcmlwrature, xxith n_ apparent damage, even durin_
the soak periods, llowovt'r, (luri_ the first te_t using the Some tests hear repeating for sake of statistics and
:3\1 .351 tape, the tape stuck to the heads while soaking some tests are currently being conducted to supplement
at 75_C. This sticking was serious enough to destroy the and suhstantmte data already obtained. Additional tests
tapr oxide and hinder htver and prevent tape mention are desi,t_ned to investigate various other aspects of the
across the heads. Figure .'3 illustrates this condition, tape integrity problem, h_ suhscquent phases of the study
The area shown vertically and bounded on each side hy l,rogram it is planned to conduct the following types of
horizontally oriented u,1,)bules is t',_e area ot head-t_)-tape investigatiens:
contact. The horizontal narrow line discotor'dions, which (1) Studies ot the effects of physical and chemical
appear to run hetweeu the globuh's, are scars parallel to chan4es encountered during environmental testing.
the length _)t the tape where Ifintler and oxide materiul
have sottencd and migrated to the t.dges of contaet. Note (2) Evaluation ot tape pretreatment techniques.
that this scaring, and the associated Imildup of hinder and
_:'$)Experinwntation involving various hub-diameter to
foreign matter, occurred onl_ at locations where the tape tape-l_ack-diameter ratios.
was in contact with the hrass head hraeket material.
The signifieancr _! this it _,¢)tyet clear, I)ut the l_roblem (-t) Coml)ined tlwnnal and physical environment tests
did not occur when the upper temperature limit was to study the etfect of vibration and shock on
reduced to 55°C. Sticking did not occur with either of tape-l)ack-tttameter ratios.
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Fig. 3. Tape damage caused by adherence to magnetic head
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r_ B- b. Stray light condition during the planetary orbit
mode. Two spacecraft launchings in 1971 are postulated.
The spacecraft are to orbit Mars for a period of 3 me
or more. One of the spacecraft is to assume an 80-deg
angle-of-inclination orbit; the other a 60-deg angle-of-
/ inclination orbit. Studies performed show that in the
80-deg angle-of-inclination orbit, the lighted limb of the
planet appears in the Canopus stray-light field-of-view
i
L (CSFOV) for a segment of each orbit. This condition
• invalidates the Canopus sensor output and, under some
__._.,,_ conditions, the loss of contrast duc to lighting of the
[_ background can cause the loss of Canopus acquisition
(CA 1 _ 0). Ill the 60-deg angle-of-inclination orbit, the
L planet limb may cause a false CA during the post-trim• "'.._'_ / maneuver reacquisition sequence.
The attitude control electronics (ACE) logic design
Fig.4. Tape pack installed in tape transport
assumes the presence of a stray-light (SL) sensor with a
during temperature cycling logic-level type output and a field-of-view slightly over-
lapping the CSFOV. The two outstanding constraints
(5) Studies of head/tape interface characteristics in- placed on the ACE logic by the stray light condition
volving the "stick-slin" phenomenon. (SL = 1) is that when in the normal orbital mode (Canopus
acquired), when SL goes from 0 to 1 the roll control is
(£; Dctormivations of head and tape wear character- to be switched f:om the Canopus sensor to the roll gyros
istics, in inertial mode. Since the presence of SL can cause a
(7) Investigations of head design and tape guidance loss of CA, and since normally the absence of CA in the
techniques, presence of a sun-gate signal implie_ roll search, the logic
must discriminate against putting the system into roll
These investigations will involve the testing of addi- search for this condition. Conversely, when the system
tionai ta, e_ t_avil_g various tape backing materials and is doing an aqtomatic reacquisition and is in the roll
oxide/bir, der formulations and techniques, search mode, the presence of stray light can cause an
erroneous CA signal to terminate the roll search at
From the knowledge so far obtained, only one specific an improper time. In this ease also, logic must be
conclusion can be reached. Of those tapes tested, none developed to preclude that condition.
can be eonsidereu a reliable off-the-shelf candidate to
meet the Mariner Mars 1971 data storage subsystem This problem is partially handled by the generation of
environmental requirements and performance criteria as what will be referred to as a pseudo Canopus-acquisition
they are now understood. (PSUCA) signal. Table 3 is a truth table describing
PSUCA. The no-change terms in PSUCA imply that a
unit with a memory is required. A flip-flop as shown in
C. Guidance and Control Fig. 5 will be used. The truth table for this flip-flop is
1. Partial Attitude Control LogicMechanization presented as Table 4, where it may be seen that by
Incorporating the Usage of a Stray-LightDetector
Table 3. PSUCAtruth table
a. Introduction. The Marb_er Mars 1971 mission pre-
sents several new constraints on the performance of the CA st PSUCA
attitude control subsystem. This article describes one of
these constraints. The periodic presence of a lighted limb o 0 0
in the Canopus sensor stray-light field-of-view precludes 0 1 Nocha.g_
the usage of the sensor for roll control during these times. 1 o 1
A possihle logic mcchanization designed to deal with
these circumstances is discussed herein. 1 1 No_h,_,-
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Table 4. Flip-flop truth table A
A B Q1 Q2
0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0
1 0 0 1
1 1 No change No change O2
B
Table 5. Circuit truth table Fig. 5. PSUCAflip-flap
CA SL PSUCA A B
CA
0 0 0 I 0 A PSUCA
0 I No change 1 1 _'-
I 0 1 0 I
1 1 No change 1 1 __ _
renaming (,)1. PSL'CA, a n,'w truth table (Table 5) can
be written relating CA, SL, A, B, and PSUCA.
From Table 5, the following logic equations can be
written : a
Fig. 6. Mechanized circuit
or
A CA _ SL With the constraint that hand gates only are to be
utilized, the circuit can be mechanized as shown in Fig. 6.
._ = CA' SL The circuit has the property of not allowing PSUCA to
B = CA-: SI_ change state in the presence of SL.
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III. Viking Project, Orbiter System
and Project Support
PLANETARY-INTERPLANETARYPROGRAh_
A. Introduction ment responsibility. During entry and after landing, the
scientific instruments on the lander will measure Mars'
The primary objective of the Viking Project is to send atmospheric composition, temperature, pressure, and
two vehicles to the planet Mars to perform scicntific density. After landing, the topography of the landing site
experiments directed toward enhancing current knowl- will be mapped, and measurements will be made of the
edge about the physical characteristics of the planet, planet's surface composition, temperature, pressure,
particularly its capability for supporting life and possible humidity, and wind speed. Of particular interest in the
evidence of life. The two vehicles, each consistir_g of an surface measurements are the type of organic compounds
orbiter system and a lander system are anticipated for present, if any, and the amount and form of water. The
launch during 1973. two scientific instruments to be used for these measure-
mentsma gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer, for
The orbiter system, to be developed by JPL, w,ll trans- measuring both atmospheric and surface composition,
port and inject the lander system at the appropri_te point and an aluminum-oxide water detec,oruare being devel-
for a selected landing site and will relay tekmetered oped by JPL. The surface soil analyses will be directeddata from the lander to earth. Scientific instruraents on
at detecting evidence of growth and/or metabolism.
the orbiter will be used to measure atmospheric and
surface parameters at various times and locations to deter-
mine the dynamic charaetexistics of tile planet. The B. Space Sciences
topography of Mars will be mapped during orbit al opera- 1. Gas Chromatograph/Mass SpectrometerData
tions, with special emphasis on mapping the proposed
landing site prior to deorbit of the landcr system. Both Analysis
visual and infrared coverage will be possible during the a. Introduction. At present, the gas chromatograph/
planned 90 days of orbital operations, mass spectrometer (GC/MS) is one of the most powerful
analytical devices available to the scientist. A concomi-
The lander system will be developed by Langley tant feature of this power, however, is the very large
Research Center, which also has overall proiect manage- amount of data resulting from each sample analysis.
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For example, a gas chromatograph effluent might contain by Prof. K. Biemann of MIT (2004 spectra). An addi-
on the order of several hundred peaks, each of which tional library of approximately 500 spectra, furnished by
would result in a mass spectrum having on the order of the Mass Spectrometry Data Center (MSDC) in England,
one hundred peaks. If each peak is quantized to, say, is now being processed. A library of approximately
3-10 bits, one sample would produce on the order of 2000 compounds collected by the American Petroleum
f0 _ bits of data. I "'ute (API) is expected to be available shortly.
For landed capsule applica.tions in which the total For the purposes of this study, the spectral library has
number of bits available for transmission is limited, data been divided into two categories:
compression becomes a factor of significance. A study
has begun to investigate various aspects of the data (1) Category I. Those compounds which might be
problem, particularly as related to a proposed py,rolysis- likely to result from the pyrolysis experiment.
GC/MS experiment. 1 To date, the mass-spectrometer Primary attention would be focused on these corn-
data study has focused on the following areas: pounds as being most representative of the data
produced by the proposed experiment.
(1) A review of the mass spectrometry literature.
(2) Category II. The remaining compounds, obtained
(2) The development of a library of mass spectra on from various sources, form the second spectral
digital magnetic tape. library, which would be used primarily to assess
t:3) The development of computer programs to investi- the sensitivity of the results obtained from the
gate the data compression properties of mass Category I compounds to the choice of library.
spectra.
After removing obvious errors and adding certain(4) The development of computer programs to auto- pertinent information, the formula of each compound
matieally identify mass spectra, was decoded from a character string (e.g., C10.H9.N.02)
to a vector of elemental compositions (10, 9, 1, 2, etc.).
The first goal of the study is to accumulate a library of All spectra were normalized in the conventional manner
mass spectra of the compounds that might be expected (the maximum intensity peak was assigned a value of
to occur as cracking products from the pyrolysis-GC/MS 100.0).
experiment. This library would serve as the mathematical
model of the data anticipated from the mass spectrometer. In the mei'ging process (Fig. 1), Category I compounds
The effectix _ness of various data compression and identi- were obtained by eliminating the following spectra:
fication algorithms is to be tested using these data.
(!) All compounds containing halogens or deuterium.
b. Literature review. An overwhelming abundance of
literature concerning mass spectrometry is currently (2) All non-hydrocarbons with molecular weight
available. The last biennial review in Analytical C_,emistry greater than 175.
(Ref. 1) cited 1608 references. Many of these are con- (3) Compounds specifically suggested as unlikely by
corned with data acquisition and the subsequent corn- the experimental team.
puter processing of mass spectral data. (An excellent
review of this area has recently appeared in Ref. 2.) (4) Redundant spectra of the same compt, und.
Data compression aspects of the problem, however, have
received virtually no attention, since studies to d:,te As a result of thi_ elimination procedure, a Category I
have been directed toward earth-based svstems using spectral library of approximately 1195 compounds has
• been obtained. Work is in progress to produce a non-
large computers (Ref. 3). redundant Category II library and to merge the MSDC
data into the resultant libraries.
c. Mass-spectra library. The library of mass spectra to
be used in this study was processed as shown in Fig. 1.
The two primary sources of spectral data to date have d. Data ce npression and interpretation o_ mass
been a library of 1967 spectra published by the Dow spectra. The interpretation of mass spectra is eonve_:-
Chemical Co. (DCC) and a library made available to us tionally performed by comparing the fragmentation pat-
tern of an unknown compound against a known spectral
'Simmonds,P. G., "Organic Analysisof Soil Pyrolysis-GC/MS, a library. The intensities and positions (atomic mass) of
candidate _ora Mars Lander," submitted to Anal. Chem. each peak are the relevant information compared.
,$
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FORMULA SPECT_]-j DA-_
I
I PONCH_ OE_ODEO_ CARDS FO,_OLA
_ D_CODEl__J"O_AL'ZqMSDC FORMULAJ - L EDiT } _ CATFGO-RIZE CATEGORYI
DATA _ .__/_
_.-_ DECO_ E/ CATEGORY II
API EDIT ,D
_ PROCESSING NOT YET
COMPLETED
Fig. 1. Spectrallibrary production
Because of the very large amount of data obtained in necessary for compound identification? Several aspects
a short period of time from a GC/MS iostrument, acqui- of this question are under investigation using the spectral
sition and spectral analysis procedures have been auto- libraries described in Paragraph c.
mated in many laboratories. Nevertheless, tl',e automated
interpretation of spectra is still in its infancy. Most of the
Looking towards quantization and data cGmpression,
existing schemes are too complex for on-board spectral what is the distribution of peak heights in a mass
identification, spectrum? Figure 2 is a histogram showing the average
percentage of peaks less than a given peak height versus
A significant question yet to be answered is: Within peak height taken from the Category I library of 1195
the dictates of a proposed pyrolysis-GC/MS experiment compounds. It is important to note the nearly exponen-
and available flight instrumentation, what is the mini- tial behavior in height distribution which yields the result
mum number of bits required to provide the information that about one-half of the total number of peaks in a
8o t j"1" t
40 /
J
j_ 2o I
,o-_ ,, ,o-' _ , ° ,o° _ , , lO' _ ,o_
PEAK HEIGHT
Fig. 2. Average percentageof peaks less than a given height vs peak height
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mass spectrum lie below 1% of the maximum peak relative encoding efficiency of the two schemes depends
intensity. This factor will strongly influence the choice quite critically on the detectable peak height.
of a data compression scheme.
The above example illustrates the types of comparison
Various data-compression algorithms will be tested that are planned using the spectral library. It should be
using the spectral library discussed in Paragraph c. A
obvious that these results have ramifications beyond the
good illustration of the inter-relationships of instrument primary goal of data compression. As the example shows,
behavior, mass spectral characteristics, and data corn- there is an obvious relevance to instrument design.
pression is provided in the following simple comparison.
Assume that a mass spectrum, covering a range of M
mass units, in which each peak is quantized to B levels In addition to the spectral data analysis and data com-
is encoded using two different, information-preserving pression programs, a set of programs has been developed
schemes as follows: for automatically identifying mass spectra. Although
computer identification studies have been done in the
(13 The peak height for eve_j mass unit is encoded, past, the present work will consider the following three
irrespective of the absence or presence of a peak. aspects of the problem, which have received little or no
resulting in a constant total number of bits (M,B) attention:
required per spectrum.
(2_ A pair of numbers is encoded, representing the (i) A comparison will be made of the efficiencies of
position and height of each peak above a detect different identification schemes. Whereas many
able ionization current set by instrument charac- authors have proposed criteria for identification,
teristics. In this case, a non-constant number of little has been done in regard to comparing these
bits is required equal to N*(B+Iog._,M), where N schemes in terms of efficiency of identification,
is the number of detectable peaks, program storage, and timing requirements.
Scheme (2) will involve fewer bits if the number of (2) The programs developed have the capability of
simultaneously comparing spectra by any of a large
detectable peaks, N is less than M*B/(B+Iog._.M). The number of criteria. The comparative ranking by
number N will depend on the dynamic range of the instru- "goodness of fit" is available as the search through
ment and the amount of sample available for analysis, the library proceeds. In this comparison, either
The following parametcrization illustrates these results, components in the library or unknowns can be used.
Assume a mass spectral range of 128 (7 bits), and assume (3) Virtually nothing has been published on the identi-
that each peak is quantized to 3, 4, or 5 bits. Also assume fication of data-compressed or noisy spectra. The
that experimental conditions and instrument sensitivity identification programs have been structured in
make it possible to detect peaks only above 0.01, 0.1, 1, and such a way as to facilitate this type of comparison.
10% of the maximum it,tensity peak. For the Category I It is planned to compress the Category I library
library of 1195 compounds, Table 1 gives the percentage using various compression schemes and to investi-
of compounds for which scheme (2) requires fewer en- gate the resulting identification problems.
coding bits than does scheme (1). It can be seen that the
e. Additional investigation. Further studies will be
Table 1. Relative efficiency of schemes11)and (21 concerned with the following:
Numberofquantizationbits (1) Tile completion of spectral library compilation byMinimum detectable
peak height,_% 3 4 5 adding new compounds as obtained.
0.01 1_ 23 a2 (2) The further investigation of relevant mass spectra
data characteristics, particularly as related to
0._ 16 3o 41 compression/identification algorithms.
1.0 70 85 92
_0.0 99.8 10o 100 (3) The comparison of characteristics (efficiency, hard-
ware implementation, storage, speed, etc.) of vari-
,,basepeak = 100
ous compression/identification schemes.
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(4) The use of actual flight instrument data, when A library of approximately 3400 organic compounds of
available, to verify or modify the conclusions molecular weights 16--536 has been accumulated on digital
obtained from the spectral library, magnetic tape. The results discussed here were obtained
from this library using an IBM 7094 computer for calcu-
lations. An additional 1500 compounds are expected to
References be added to the library shortly.
1. Kaiser, R. W., and Sullivan, R. E., Anal. Chem., Vol. 40, pp.
278R-$O2R,1968. The distribution of peak heights is an important statis-
2. Advances in Mass Spectrometre, Volume IV. Edited by tieal characteristic for data compression purposes. In any
E. Kendrlch. Institute of Petroleum, Lovdon, 1968. digital encoding of peak height, for example, transitions
3. Crowford, L. R., and Morrison, D., Anal. Chem., Vol. 40, p. 1464, between levels must be set. The knowledge of the peak-
1968. height distribution will aid in the optimum setting of these
levels so as to assure maximum information content.
2. Peak-Height Distribution of Mass Spectra
Mass spectral peak heights are conventionally nor-
The necessity for the e_cient encoding of a large vol- malized so th,-.t the naximum intensity peak (base peak)
ume of mass spectral data was discussed in Subsection 1. is assigned a value of 100. The data on peak heights in
The proposed method of solution proceeds through the the library cover a dynamic range of 104, i.e,, the mini-
following stages: m',,.'a measurable peak height is 0.01% of the base peak.
(1) The development of a library of actualmass spectral fhe cumulative peak-height distributions for three
data for a wide class of organic compounds. _oups of organic compounds are shown in Fig. 8. The
(2) The determination of the statistical properties of .haraet_,,.,tics 6f these groups are listed in Table 2.
these spectra. ,Jroup 1 consi_-, of a heterogeneous collection of 8166
organic coin F .'._. Group 2 is a special subset of the
(3) The development of a model incorporating the first group eonta'_ning 1084 ,,ompounds selected as dis-
derived statistical features, cussed in Subsection 1. These eompound_ were thought
to be particularly relevant to a proposed pyrolysis ex-
(4) The use of this model to derive data compression periment. Group 8 consists of 512 compounds, all with
algorithms, molecular weights less than 101.
ioo--- _ -- i - -- o
o GROUP1 : 0 _ o_+ GROUP 2 () " I
_7 GROUP 3 +
× so----1_ ............... , o ?_'-- .... _ --r-
VI
2 I
L+ II +q I
" t
8 40-- _- ............ ;_,-.................. ---
I
I +o
10 -2 2 4 6 10 "1 6 10 0 2 4 6 101 4 10 2
PEAK HEIGHT X
Fig. 3. Cumulative peak-height distributionsfor three groups of organic compounds
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Table 2. Group chJracteristics 2--I-- I v_-_+_
O GROUP I ._/
+ GROUP2 i../
Group Number of Average Average ET/(,molecular V GROUP 3 /
compounds peaks/spectrum _ /_
weight __ __ _ _ !
] 31 66 158 84 4_( (
2 1084 132 72 _
3 512 79 46 _ , 7 |/:
Several characteristics are evident from Fig. 3. Firstly, _ I )to
the three collections of compounds have approximately _ ,,_b_l
the same distribution of peak heights, even though each ,,_/o]
group contains widely different average numbers of _1 z/_/_/+_,, _/ _
peaks per spectrum. Other subgroups of this set of com-
pounds exhibit this same characteristic. Thus, a particu-
larly useful conclusion can be drawn: The distribution
of peak heights in a collection of mass spectra appears
to be approximately independent of the compounds -2
comprising th(' _tssemblage. This is particularly important I 2 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 98 99
for the present studv hecause the peak-height distribu- PERCENTOF OTALPEAKS5PEAKHEIGHT
tion should be insensitive to the choice of library con- Fill. 4. Cumulative peak-height distributions
sidered, log-probability plot
It is also imoresting to note that the mean peak order kinetics, and that all rate constants are equal, the t
height for a typical mass spectrum is only 1% of the peak-height distribution for each spectrum is describ,-5
bast_ peak. The distrihution of peak heights is highh' bv a slightly modified form of the Poisson distributio,.
non-linear, with a disproportionate number of smaller
peaks present. Preliminary calculations show that this model qualita-
tively predicts the distribution of Fig. 4. However, further
The cumulative peak-height distributions shown in refinement of the model and a better determination of
Fig. :3 are replotted on a log-probal_ility grid in Fig. 4. model parameters are required before definite (quanti-
On this grid, a normally distributed variable plots as a tative) conclusions can be drawn.
straight line. It appears that the logarithm of the peak
height is normally distributed, at least for peak heights Reference
greater than ahout 0.1% of the bast' peak. Since the raw 1 Rosenstock,H. M., Advances in MassSpectrometre, Volume IV.
spectral data were derived from several experimental Edited by E Kendrich. Institute ot Petroleum,London, 1968.
sources :.nd were not compared with published data, it
is not unlikely that the records of peak heights in the 3. Experimental Studyof SpeciesEnrichment
library, particularly those below 0.1% of the base peak, in a SupersonicJet Separator
could be in error. "*
a. Introduction. The phenomenon of species separation
Can these distributions be explained by a theoretical in the _:tagnatcd supersonic flow of a binary gas mixture
model? Unfortunately, the presently accepted theory of is currently under investigation as one method of obtain-
mass spectral formation (Rcf. 1) does not permit such ing sample enrichment in the effluent of a gas chromato-
predictions, except for the very simplest molecules, graph column. Enrichment of the sample gas (typically
diluted to 1000 parts/10" in a carrier gas) is required in
A model of ma,;s spectral h)rmation is proposed heze order to permit real-time analysis by a mass spectrometer.
consisting of a series of cascading reactions in which a
parent ion disintegrates into m daughter products, each A number of gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer
of which in turn disintegrates further into m daughters. (GC/MS) instruments are in existence, several of which
If one assumes that all reactions arc described by first- utilize a supersonic jet separator designed by R. Ryhage
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,RefAa oratoryins rumentinuseat, Lisdescribed in SPS 87-54, Vol. III, pp. 150-155. •............
In considering a separator for a flight instrument, _/_Y_,"IL_/_;;,_/k',:-;,_ D _ "'/_" "/ "'" "" "however, size, weight, and power limitations place a °/',_(,_L'/,_)__ .....
great demand on separator efficiency. Since the optimum "_'_;,,, ;,/:_,,[//, ,, , ,;2_/
design for a supersonic i",t separator is dependent on an _///'_;
understanding of the separation mechanism, a single-
stage separator is being investigated. From earlier "_',_\[experiment l data, it is reasonable to expect that a ] :
mtaltiple-stage separator will be capable of achieving a [
sufficiently high amount of enrichment to be a caudi- f E
date separator for the GC/MS instrument.
Fig. 5. Schematicdiagram of a typical separator
Two other types of separators are under consideration:
(1) the Llcwcllyn separator, which consists of a pair of search. It has been theorized by E. W. Becket (Ref. 2)
silicone-rubber diaphragms through which organic corn- that the separation effect could be explained by thermal
pounds diffuse leaving the carrier gas behind to be diffusion and baro-diffusion in a freely-expanding jet. It
pumped away, and (2) the palladium separator, which, is suggested by S. A. Stern, P. C. Waterman, and R. F.
when heated, is highly permeable to the hydrogen car- Sinclair (Ref. 8) that the separation effect was caused by
rier gas, thereby enriching the remaining sample gas. the behavior of stream and thermal velocities of gases
o._ differing molecular weights in near-free molecular
The implications of several experimental studies of flow. In 1963, V. H. Reis and J. B. Fenn (Ref. 4) con-
species separation in supersonic iets are important not ducted experimental investi_;ations that suggested the
only to the design of a separator per se, but also to the prime consideration was the interaction between the sam-
use of gas sampling systems in general. For example, piing probe and the gas jet, These investigations, com-
the flow regime encountered by a supersonic planetary bined with the theoretical investigations of diffusive
entry probe is similar to that occurring in a separator; separation of gas species in a free jet performed by
hence, the gas mixtures observed in atmospheric analysis F.S. Sherman (Ref. 5), are convincing arguments that
experiments may not be representative of the atmosphere the reported separation effects are primarily probe-
through which the probe is passing, induced.
This article summarizes much of the previous work The axi-s_jmmetric _ree jet. The nature of the flow
on the problem of separation effects, describes the ex-
perlmc,.tal work in progress at JPL, and presents a few originating from a sonic orifice with a greater than
critical pressure ratio has been investigated by aero-
preliminary results, dynamicists for a number of years. The shockwave pat-
tern is shown in Fig. 6.b. The separation mechanism. The generic configura-
tion of a single-stage supersonic jet separator is shown
in Fig. 5. A mixture of sample and carrier gases is intro- The Mach number has been observed to increase
duced into the stagnation chamber (A). Under the influ- monotonically with distance downstream of the nozzle
ence of a pressure differential, the gas flows through a until the normal shock wave is reached. A method-of-
sonic orifice (B) and passes into the low-pressure cham- characteristics solution for the axial Mach number dis-
ber (C) forming an under-expanded supersonic jet. A tributio__ was accomplished by P. L. Owen and C. K.
sampling probe (D) for removing the enriched (higher Thornbill (Ref. 6), and their results have been expert-
sample concentration) gas is inserted into the jet. The mentally verified. In Ref. 7, H. Ashkenas and F. Sherman
remaining carrier gas and a fraction of the sample gas is give the relation
removed from the separator through the high-speed
exhaust line (E).
' l(_+i_/ - -
The separation phenomenon was encountered by sev-
eral experimenters in the field of molecular beam re- (1)
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--J_r BOUNOARY where Kn,., the nozzle Knudsen number, is the ratio ofNOZZE j /_-[NTERCEPTINGSHOCK the viscosity-based mean free path in the nozzle stagna-
.,,_1_,_ t//,_ tion chamber to the nozzle diameter.
tP / /
Interaction o[ a probe tcith the jet. A shock wave pat-
tern develops around a probe immersed in a superso,,ic
jet. Although early experimenters ignored or attempted
.... to minimize shock effects, sufficient data has been ob-
__ __ I _ _----- rained to indicate that the interaction of the supersonic
_ stream with curved shock waves and the flow in the
intermediate post-shock region are the major sources of
__ the separation effect. Not until recently have the probe--_ _0_-- I geometry and sampling line flow rate been conside ed.
Lm _ MACH DISK _..x
Fig. 6. Jet structurebehind a sonicorifice or nozzle The bow shock wave, which forms around the up-
stream end of the probe, can be either attached to the
where x is the downstream distance from the nozzle probe, as in the case of cones of small semi-vertex
exit, D is the nozzle diameter, and 7 is the specific heat angle, or detached, as in the case of cones of larger
ratio. The constants A and x,,/D are given in Table 3. semi-vertex angle and blunt nosed objects. The detach-
At a distance L,,, from the nozzle exit plane, a normal ment distance is determined by the probe geometry and
shock (Math disk) occurs given hv the relation the free stream Mach number. When gas is withdrawn
through an opening in a probe, a bow shock wave can
._ be swallowed, i.e., attached to the edges of the entry
L .... 0.67 r p''' 1 (2) orifice. Experiments have indicated that separation effectsD LP J
occur only when the bow shock wave is detached.
where p,,, is the total pressure in the nozzle and p is the
background pressure. It is thought that the gas expansion The shock-wave problem. Having localized the source
is independent of the background pressure until the of the separation effect to the bow shock wave and post-
Math disk is reached, shock region, the problem is far from solved. The prob-
lem is the structure of a curved shock wave in a binary
The region between the nozzle and the first Mach disk gas mixture and the nature of the flow of the different
is the region of interest. The flow is termed "self-similar" gas species near the shock. The problem is particularly
with stream lines radiating from an apparent point difficult for several reasons. First of all, the convenient
source at distance x,, from the nozzle exit. Correspond- assumption that the separate gas species maintain ther-
ingly, the density decreases along each stream line in mal equilibrium, which requires frequent intermolecular
inverse proportion to the square of the distance from the collisions, is not valid in many regions of the low-density
source. If the background pressure is very low, the gas jet. Secondly, the strength and spatial extent of a shock
may undergo a transition from continuum to free molec- wave in the rarified flow of a binary mixture are not
ular flow. In the molecular flow region, the translational clearly defined. Thirdly, experimental determinations of
energy of the ga_ and the Mach number are constant, the magnitude of the separation effect are affected by
The terminal Mach number is given by the empirical diffusive recombination of the gases in the shock and
relation post-shock region.
Mr = 1.17 Kn_,_-_/r (8) In one of the more extensive exporimental investiga- "
tions, J. H. Chang (Ref. 8) has attempted to correlate
Table 3. Constants for jet flow properties the measurements of enrichment with some of the aero-
dynamic dimensionless groups. Such correlations sum-
Xo/O A marize the effects of many variables and focus attention
on tire pertinent physical conditions contributing to the
1,6z o.oz5 s.26 observed effect. The dimensionless group (Kn/M)®, where
_.4o o.4o 3._5 Kn_ is a Knudsen number determi ed by the ratio of t
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free-stream mean free path to the probe outside diam- of the previous expe'imental measurements of separa-
eter, and M_. is the free-stream Mach number at the tion phenomena in supersonic jets:
prol)e location, appears to be a useful paiameter. The
Mach number indicates some of the important properties (1) As a result of tile desire to investigate much
of the jet and the Knudsen number relates the state of smaller flow rates, the physical size of the sep-
rarefaction of the gas to the characteristic size of the arator system is considerably smaller than those
sampling probe. Chang observed that for a particular investigated by others.
initial gas mixture, the greater the ratio (Kn/M)_, the (2) Provisions have been made to meter inlet and
greater the ob,,erved separations. This parameter does outlet flow rates in order to determine the amount
not, however, correlate results obtained with one binary of saml)le lost in the separation process, which is
gas "nixture to those obtained with another. Thus, the an important aspect of the efficiency of the sep-
effects of differing iuitial mole fractions, as well as arator.
differing gas species, are not included in such a eorre-
lation. The molecular weights and sr_eeific heat ratios of (:3) The flow regime is being viewed by means of a
the individual gas species must be incorporated into an Sehlieren optical system in order to visualize the
empirical representation of the separation effect, and it major features of the flow field.
appears that more experimental work must be done
1)cfore even a satisfoctorv empirical relation can be Separator assembly. The test m_ ciel single-stage sep-
tound, arator is sho':.,n in Fig. 7. The 0.25-in. inlet li,e passes
through a modified Swagelok union and is terminated
c. The experimental apparatus. The experiment pres- by a conical plug having a 0.002-in. diam orifice. The
cntly being eondueted differs in three ,rays from most sampling probe passes through an identical fitting and is
'N
/, -" I
Fig. 7. Test model separator assembly
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Z, The composition of the sa ',!pd gas is determined by
, ,//,_ comparison of the pressure readings of an NRC 820
",,/,/,, ,j,,,,,,, Alphatron and a 0-100-torr Wallace and TiernanX;."i.'..5".,%!/._,;u/,/. dial_hragm-Wpe gage. The rcsponse nf the Alphatron
......... _/'_',;';L'_;,: strongly depends on the g;s conlposition. After eali- _k
;//," ' "4",//, , ,,, ,, ' '
;';",',_!il, i"_$','',,','', ";';"_', ;,x,;,;,,-/, ,,''p' "' " bration with gas mixtur s, the ratio of the Alphatron
_/,; 1"4OTZtE _ ,;, ,',);,_"_
""_NOZZLe/'/;;" "" "_X 0._;n. /," ','" ""; _OBE:;"" pressure to the measured total pressure indicates the
DIRECTION "_'_L,,.4_;..._"_""/_\ _L ]L _1'7"_" "--'----"_ percent.inDicfract on of the sampled gas to "he nearest moleOF FLOW _ -L
y,C/j,_////,/,/_/y,_/_,;;y_ 0 002i,.-- u_ analysis chamber allows the sample flow rate to be
__/_,_'¢ ";" ...... ", ",;;" varied and acts as a rcstrictor prior to the vacutma
,// '//,// ,$_ /
_/,/,/,'_//_/,_,_,;/>,>Y/" _';"_:!{':" "'_ system. Tlw sampk flow rate is determiiied by the%7 ;"
K/,_y/,////_l/,,/y/" ,_;,/,,,/;,,7;x prc'-'sure (Imp across a O.l%-in. olificc. Thermocouple
/Y//_,,// and ionization gages are locate<_,ell both sides of the,
PT_,/_/ ..,/.._ orifice in order to measure the pressures. The system is
_9"//_/ __ pumped by a 60-1/s oil-diff us ion pump with a lnecha hi- m__cal re;e-pump.
Fig. 8. Nozzle and probe configuration The optical _!/s-tem. The image contrast in a Sehl.eren
system is determined primarily b,, the density t_radients
terminated by a 45 deg half-anglc cone with a 0,006-in. in the flow field; thu, even th,mgl, the gas deltstty is
oriJice (Fig. 8). A sliding seal is made between the Teflon low, the g_adicnts are su_¢ien:.v strong to he oi;scr_ed.
Swagelok ferrules and the probe afterhody, which is
coated with a thin la_er of Apiezon vacuum grease, l'he The optical arrangel._-n', of the Schlierer_ system is
probe axial position rclativc to the nozzle ori_ce can be shown in Fig. 10. lllumh.:',;iou is provide<] bv a high-
set to _-L-0.0001in, hy means of a micrometer screw intensity incandescent tamp whose image is ,_cused on
drive. The separator exh;mst line exits through the top an adjustable source slit to provide a rectapgt,ar ,,ou:ce
of the separator, image. Fht _urce slit is ;,t the focal Foint of lens 1, _,
thereby producing a parallel illuminating beam that
The side walls of the separator are 0.25-in. thick glass passes through the optical flats forming the walls of the
optical flats resting upon 1.25-in. diam O-rings, and are separator. The ori.qee and prohe art' located in the focal
held in place hy pressure plates. The glass windows plane of lens 2 and, hence, their shadow image is formed
allow thc no_,zh, and prolw alignment to be checked and on the fihn plane of the camera, which is focused at
permit Schlicren photographs to be taken, infinity. A knife-edge, located at the focal point of
lens 2, is adjus' "d to intersect approximately half of the
Flow system. The arrangement of the apparatus is image of the 4eel.,, slit. Tk ,e rays that have been
shown schematically in Fig. ,q. Prc-mixcd gas samples refracted in passing through density g adients will either
have heen analyzed by mass spectrometry to determine be hlockcd hy the knife edge, causing a relatively clark
the sample concentration. The gas mixture presently region in the image, or will pass the knife edge unol)-
being used is 10.02-reel % nitrogen, the balance being strutted, forming a relatively light region in the invage
hydrogen. The inlet flow rate and pressure _re measured depending on the direction of the density gradient.
prior to its introduction into the separator.
The camera is a Kodak Retina Reflex with a 200-,rim
A pressu-c gage located in the exhaust 1Me indicates telephoto lens. Since the focal length of lens 2 is also
the hackgrouud pressure in the separator. A throttling approximately 200 mm, the image on the film plane is
valve in the lin,, allows the hackground pressure to be :a approximately a one-to-one ratio with the separator
controllcd. For the inlet flow rates encountered in the test section.
experimcot, a background pressure as low as 3.0 tort
can he maintained hy a Welch Duo-Seal mechanical d. Preliminary results. Some preliminary measure-
pump with a speed of 7 1/s. ments of sample enrichment have been made for the
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Fig.9. Separator flow test apparatus
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Fig. 10. Schlieren viewing system
nozzle ,rod probe geometry shown in Fig, 8. The condi- Table 4. Measurement conditions
tions t:r,der which the _.easurements were made are
hsted in Table 4 s.pplypressure 760torr
Inlet flow rate 55 standard cmS/mln
It was foand that the measurement of impact preosure, Inlet gas composition 10,02 mol % N2; balance H2
as indicated by a Wallace End Tiernan gage in the gas- Backgroun4 pressure 5.0, 10.0, and 20.0 torr
analysis oh.amber, was unaffected hy the small extraction F_owatethroughsamplingprobe 0.17 standard cm3/mln
line flow rate. Hence, the impact pressures shown in Temperatureat inlet 25°C
Fig. 11 were obtained wJ,h a finite flow rate through Nozzle-to-probedistance Variedfrom0.005to0.030in.
the gas-analysis chamber. Th, first minimum in the
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Fig. 11. Axial impact pressureprofiles
effect also observed by others. The data at hand is not
impact pressure curve indicates the location o. the Mach sufficiently precise to place much importance on these
disk. Thu minimum is well defined for a !),'ckground regions of the curves.
press_lre of 20.0 and 10.0 torr. however, at 5._ torr, its
location is not as easih" discerned. Assuming the _alidity Schlie-en photographs, taken under the conditions de-
ot Eq. (21, the Math disk locations impl.v an _ffective scribed earlieq show gas density gradients in the flow
no/zk, orifice diameter of 0.0021 in. The effective orifice field; however, the variations in intensity in the photo-
diameter is, in general, smaller than the geom,trical graphs are small. A technique in which the negatives
diameter because of the dt'velopment of viscous boundary are scanned by a recording photodensitometer is being
layers within the nozzle: however, the effective dian eter investigated. The record of such a scan may be numer-
determines the scale of the flow regime, and is the v, lue ically integrated to givc a density profile of the flow
referred to in Eqs. _I), (2/. and (:3). field. This type of data would provide information un-
available from flow and pressure measurement, viz., the
Figure 1:. shows the measured sample gas compositio a location of the bow shock wave relative to the probe.
obtained in axial traverses at three different backgrouno
p'essurcs. The maximum sample concentration observed e. Imphcations of the results for continuing investi-
in these measurements was 16% (an enrichment factor gation. In view of the limited amount of data accumulated
of 1.6). The most important observation is that the de- so far, few conclusions can be drawn. However, a few
crease in samplc concentration cccurs as the Maeh disk comments about the results can be made, and the direc-
location is reached. This correlation, noted by other ex- tion that the investigation will take in the future can be
perimenters, is strong evidence that separation effects discussed.
occur in the bow shock wavc preceding the sampling
probe. In the two lower pressure curves, there is an indi- The eorichment figures described above are smaller
cation of sample depletion or "negative separation," an than those measured in other experiments [Chang (Ref. 8)
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observed enrich_,c',_t factors of 5 fcr the same initial gas are necessitated by the following guidelines and con-
mixture]. The probe configuration is a subject for closer straints:
scrutiny. Tile conical shape (ori_;inally chosen because
it is similar in shape to that used in the Ryhage design) (1) An orbit insertion mode with approximately
does not have ', characteristic oatside diameter because 167 rain of off-sun-line operation and a burn time
the probe is many times larger :han the entire flow field, three times as long as Alariner Mars 1971 is the
The problem of Reynolds nur.lber corrections to probe worst case energy demand period.
impact-pressure measurements is intractable. Further-
more, a realistic estimate of _he probe Knudsen number (2) One-hundred days of Mars orbital operation with
cannot be made. Thus, corr,.lations with the dimension- partial sun occultation during approximately 50
les_ group (Kl_/m)._ are imp,_ssible. To correct these prob- days.
lems, a probe terminating i;l a 0.012-in. OD capillary tube (3) The requirement for providing 5-182 W of Viking
with a length-to-diameter catio of 8 has been constructed lander capsule power during the transit and early
(Fig. 7_. orbital period.
In addition to the t,robe configuration, future work (4) A revised science payload.
will be concerned wit]. the effect of extraction line flow
rate on sample |oss. Measurements of enrichment for (5) A greater sun-Mars distance than Mariner .Mars
heavier sample gases than nitrogen are needed to oval- 1971 resulting in a 28% decrease in available solar
uate the effectivene,,s of the supersonic jet separator in panel power at the time of arrival (March 20, 1974).
separating organic ",nolecules from hydrogen carrier gas.
Finally, the invest,gation of a multiple-stage separator, The above factors have necessitated a revision in the
the de"ign of wh;ch should be facilitated by the expcr- power subsystem philosophy established on previous
imental study, con be accomplished. Mariner spacecraft. The battery selected for this mission
must be capable of providing approximately 70-75 flight
cycles after the 6--7 mo transit period. In addition, the
ReFerences battery also will be used to supplement the solar panels
1. Ryhagc, R., A..k. Kern., Vol. 26, p. 304, 1967. during the Vikin£ lander capsule checkout period. The
sole" panels have been sized for the mode of operation
2. Beckcr, E. W., Scparation of Isotopes, p. 860, George Nex_nes. requiring battery charging towards the end of the 90-day
Ltd., l,ond_,n, 1961. orbital cruise period.
3. Stern, S. A., Waterman, P. C., and Sinclair, R. F., I. Chem. Ph!t.s.,
Vol. '3,3,_,. 805, 1960. b. Power requirements. A mission power profile de-
4. Reis. V. It., ,rod Fcnn, J. B., I. Chem. Ph!/s., Vol. 89, p. :3240, pitting the total power requirements as compared to an
1,_63. operational mode of events is shown in Table 5. Total
5. Sher, nan, F. S., Phys'. Fluids, Vol. 8, p. 77.'3,1965. raw power required during the period of orbit-insertion
maneuver to a post-sun-occultation mode will vary from
6. oven, P. L., and Thornhill, C. K,, Aeronautical Research Council 330 to 518 W. Ot significance arc the battery charging
R, l_,rts and Memoranda 2616, Great Britain, 1948. requirements of 125 W, the traveling-wave tube (TWT)
7. _hkcnas, II.. and Sherman, F., Rarefied Gas Dym nics, Supple- subsystem continuous requirement of 96 \V, and the
mm_t 3, Volume II, p. 84. Edited by J. H. deLeeuw. Academic approximate 3-h Viking lander capsule checkout require-
Press, New York, 1966. merit of 182 W. During the orbit-insertion mode, the ur-
3. Chang, J. H., Species Separation of G_s Mixtures in Supersonic biter is off the sun line for 167 min, and the total batt.:r,-
Flow, Princeton University, 1967. energy consumed is 1195 W-h. Approximately 260 W-h
of this total are primarily due to the additional 30 min
of orbit-insertion burn time that will occur wth single
C. Guidance and Control motor opcraton. Figure 13 depicts this period, which is
the basis for the sizing of the battery.
1. Orbiter Power Subsystem
a. Introduction. The Viking o,biter baseline power c. Solar panel. Ti_e primary power source selected for
subsystem is essentially a major modification of the this mission is based on Mariner Mars 1971 solar cell
Mariner Mars 1971 power subsystem. The modifications technology. However, when projecting this technology
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Fig. 13. Preliminary power profile
to a March 20, 1974 arrival date, a significant loss in per- at arrival. The specific power is further reduced to
formance occurs due primarily to the increased distance 4.45 W/ft" (-16°C) 90 days after arrival. An additional
of the sun with respect to Mars. Figure 14 compares the 2% radiation loss is assumed for this time period. Based
sun-Mars distance for the Mariner Mars 1971 arrival on a preliminary load analysis for this period, 461 W of
date with that of the Viking arrival date. raw power are required. On this basis, the total active
solar panel area required would be approximately 104 ftt
At the time of arrival, Mars is approximately 1.62 AU Total power at the time of arrival is 494 W and degrades
from the sun, equivalent to 53.2 mW/cm 2. Solar cell per- to 464 W after 90 days. (At arrival, the Mariner Mars 1971
formance is estimated at 5.80 W/ft: (-10°C). However, solar panels, consisting of 74.7 ft _ of active area, would
a conscrvative estimate of 10% degradation due to solar produce approximately 354 W.) The present baseline
flare activity and an 8% reduction due to uncertainties in solar panel configuration (Fig. 15) consists of four rec-
predicting the nominal power due to measurement lim- tangular panels each with 26 ft" of active solar panel
itations reduced the specific power to 4.45 W/ft: (- 10°C) area.
.a
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Table 5. Preliminary power profile
Power Power
Operational mode required, W Source Operational mode required, W Source
Launch 326 Battery Orbit cruise with lander capsule 463 Solar panel
Sun acquisition 338 Battery Lander capsvle preseparation checkout 507 Solar panel/
Cruise I--battery charge on (gyros off) 434 Solar panel battery
Cruise II--battery charge off 296 Solar panel Lander capsule evaluation and assessment 473 Solar panel
Cruis_ Ill--lander capsule checkout 366 Solar panel Gyro warm up (bioshield capsule jettison 390 Solar panel
Maneuver 469, s 357 b Battery maneuver)
Cruise I--battery charge on 434 Solar panel Bioshield capsule jettison maneuver 390 Solar panel
Cruise II--battery charge off 334 Solar panel Bioshleld capsule jettison maneuver 401 Battery
Encounter 445 Solar panel Lander capsule separation maneuver 373 Solar panel
Gyr_, warm up on 378 Solar panel Lander capsule separation 387 Battery
Orbit-insertlon maneuver 391 Solar panel
Lander capsule separation maneuver unwind 387 Solar panel
C_rbit-insertion maneuver 403 Battery
Adapter bioshield capsule jettison maneuver 461 Solar panel
Orbit-insertion maneuver burn 518 Battery
Entry relay 333 Solar panelOrbit-insertion maneuver and unwind 389 Battery
Orbit cruise v lander capsule 463 Solar panel Orbital science on 430 Solar panel
Orbit trim with lander capsule 51 8, c 406 c! Battery Orbital science playback 330 Solar panel
Orbit cruise with lander capsule 463 Solar panel Orbital cruise (sun occultation) 360 Battery
Orbit cruise with lander capsule and science 515 Battery Orbital cruise with battery charge 461 Solar panel
_15 son. bl h on. el rnlnon. 459 rninon.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the sun-Mars distance for Viking orbiter and Mariner Mars 1971 arrival dates
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Fig. 15. Baseline Viking orbiter solar panel configuration
d. Battery. The desire to achieve a total of approxi- 30-A-h batteries in this configuration ;, accomplished
lnatelv 70--75 flight discharge/charge cycles including with constant current at the C/10 rate (3 A) and con-
approximately 50 sun occultation periods has necessitated stant potential, current limited. Sufficient time is avail-
the use of hernletically sealed nickel-cadmium batteries, able throughout the mission for the accomplishment of
because of their cyclic capability. Total energy con- this objective.
sumed during a worst-case period of operation (167 min '"
off the sun line for the orbit-insertion mode of operation) e. Power conditioning. The Viking orbiter baseline
is 1195 W-h. Total battery energy is estimated to be power conditioning (Fig. 16) utilizes the Mariner Mars
1705 W-h based on a 705i depth of diseh-rge. During the 1971 technology with the addition of some modifications
maximum 2-h sun occultation periods, a total of 720 W-h to the booster . egulator in order to accommodate :,a-
are consumed, representing a depth of discharge of ap- creased power requirements. The system provides re a-
proximately 42%. Two 30-A-h batteries that are dis- latcd dc power, derived from a dc-dc converter booster
charged in parallel and charged sequentially have been regulator, to individual inverters which provide the
selected in order to rcdu'_'c solar panel area by approx- fo:iowing:
imatcly 28 ft-'. Each 30-A-h battery consists of 24 cells
with a battery potential ranging from 32.5 to 26.5 Vdc. (1) 2.4-kHz, single-phase squarewave power.
Battery chargers are provided for replacing energy (2) 400-Hz, three-phase quasi-squarewave power.
consumed during normal battery operation. In addition, (3) 400-Hz, single-phase squarewave power,
periodic charging is performed during the transit period
to replace energy lost due to the charge retention char- A separate de-de converter provides regulated 30-Vde
acteristics of nickel--cadmium batteries. Trickle charging power from the unregulated raw bus to power the pro-
during this period is also an option. The charging of the pulsion valves and gimbals.
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Fig. 16. Preliminary power conditioning subsystem
Booster regulator. The maiu booster regulator is de- 400-Hz three-phase power output characteristics are
signed to provide regulated power t3 all the Viking. 400 Hz -4-0.01% and 27.2 Vrms ±5% line-to-line, quasi-
orbiter loads with the exception of th,2 TWT subsystem, squarewave, including both frequency and amplitude,
the propulsion valves and gimbals, ancl the Viking lander respectively. Average power of the three-phase output
capsule. The output voltage is a regulated 56 Vdc at a is 12 W with a peak of 15 W.
tolerance of _-1%. Due to the increased Viking orbiter
power requirements, the Mariner Mars 1971 main booster Dc-dc converter. The Mariner Mars 1971 dc-dc con- i
regulator must bc upgraded to t,pproximately 305 W. verter is utilized for the propulsion valves and gimbals.
An identical standby booster regulator serves as a backup This unit converts the unregulated bus voltage to a reg-
to the main booster regulator and will provide power to ulated 30 Vdc. The power output required is 80 W.
the Vikin_ orbiter loads in case of failure of the main
booster regu!ator. Switchover i'i controlled by onboard
detection of over or under voltage at the output of the f. Power distribution. The Viking orbiter power distri-
main booster regulator, bution philosophy is basically that of Mariner Mars 1971
modified for a battery charge/discharge control and the
Mab_ .rwerter. The main i_we:tcr output is designed revised Viking orbiter power requirements. The solar
to provide 2,4-kHz ±0.01°_ single-phase squarewave panel output is distributed to the power source logic
power at 50 Vrms*-',% from a regulated 56-Vde ±1% unit whereupon the unrcgulated dc power is distributed to
input. The Mariner Mars 197t main inverter may be used the dc power distribution unit for Viking lander capsule
without modification. In the _:vcnt of a failure, the usage. Unregulated or raw dc power is also distributed
system will switch to a standby inverter with identical to the dc-dc converter as well as to the booster regula-
tors, battery chargers, and the telecommunications system
output characteristics, for separate conversion. I
400-Hz inverter. The Mariner Mars 1971 400-Hz in-
verter, including both single-phase and three-phase out- Po_cer s'ource logic. The power source logic unit con-
puts, may be used without modification. The output tains the dc bus from which the solar panel and battery
characteristics of the single-phase portion are 28 Vrms output are connected. The unit also contains the transfer
±5% squarewave and 400 I-lz ±0.01%, including both switch for selection of internal or external power, the
amplitude and frequency, respect;rely. Avcragc power isolation diodes for the solar panel sections, and a por-
output is 15 W at 28 V with a peak loading of 21 W. The tion of the power subsystem telemetry transducers.
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Power control. The power control subassembly con- g. Subsystem weight. A preliminary weight ble_k-
tains the failure sense circuit to detect out-of-tolerance down of the Viking orbiter power subsystem, combined
conditions in the main power chain, the power control with the design status of each component, is showi_ in
_clay switch from the main power chain to the rcdun- Table 6. The total weight of the power subsystem is arJ-
dent or standby power chain, the attitude control relay proxi:natcly 60% greater than that of the Mariner Mars
that switches power to the attitude control system, and 1971. This is due primarily to the required increased
additional power subsystem transducers. 3ajar panel area combined with the increase in battery
capacity•
Heater-Vikin_ lander capsule dc power distribution. Table 6. Preliminary power subsystemweight
This modified Mariner Mars 1971 nnit contains the fuses
for the power to the Viking orbiter heaters, a current
Unit Weight_ Ib Design status
telemetry transducer, and relays controlled by the flight
command system for the battery test load. Unregulated Solarpanel(4),104ft2(not 69.68 Newdesign
power to the lander is distributed through a relay in includingstructure)
this unit controlled by the central computer and so- Battery(2)including15% case 138.00a Newdesign
weight
qucncer (CC&S). Short-circuit protection and preven-
Battery charge/discharge control (2) 9.00 New design
t:on of rew_rse current flow from the Viking lander
Booster regulator (2) 12.O0 Modified
capsule are also provided by this unit.
Heater-lander dc power distribution 2.00 Modified
Power source logic 8.00 Modified
Power distributio_t subassen_bly. The power distribu- Powerdistribution 1.83 Modified
tion subassembly receives signals from the tfight cam- Maininverter(2) 6.00 Mar,her Mars 1971
mend system and the CC&S for distribution of the Power_ontrol 2.35 MarinerMars1971
Viking orbiter power. The signals are then processed in 400-Hzinverter(singlephase,three 3.51 MarinerMars1971
phase)
the module to actuate magnetic latching relays for pow-
er distribution. The input control signals are isolated De-de converter 6.00 Mariner Mars 1971
switch closures between the command and the command 25_.37
line common to the two types: (1) pulse saturated tran- :' :,
_Alsumes no sun occultation in sequence with the orblt-insertion mode, ,";
sistor, and (2) pulse closure of relay contacts. " "'
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